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1.1 THESmain features

•  THESmain is used for visualisation and maintainance of thesaurus data according to DIN
1462 /ISO 2788 and DIN /ISO 5964

•  The program is developed under Visual Basic 4.0 and may be used under Microsoft®

Windows for Workgroups 3.11, Microsoft® Windows 95, Microsoft® Windows NT 3.51,
Microsoft® Windows NT 4.0 and IBM OS/2. The program incorporates the Microsoft®

Access 2.5/3.0 Database core which is contained within the programming language.

•  The maximum number of entries for descriptors, nondescriptors and relations is limited
by the available mass storage space only.

•  User assistance in manipulating terms like checking for duplicate and similar terms,
checking for valid relations, avoiding circualr relationships, automatic generation of
reciprocal entries.

•  Several (theroretically unlimited) thesauri can be  handled simultaneously with the
possibility to exchange data between thesaurii.

•  Each thesaurus may contain terms in up to 30 languages.

•  THESmain  allows to produce printed outputs in flexible and configurable form. The
report generator uses the standard windows printer attached to the applications machine
or network.

•  Generation of standard tab-delimited tables for external data processing or for external
formatting of data to print with any major word processing program.

•  All user actions are protocolled to keep track on changes.

•  Versatile data exchange format and functions. Exchange data are built of a whole
thesaurus or by calculating the difference between two thesauri.

•  The application is password protected in several user levels. A seperate utility to create
and maintain users is included for system administration

 

Currently the following groups of users are implemented:

- Administrator
- Configuration (is not allowed to grant user rights)
- Management (is not allowed to change thesaurus structures)
- Processing (is not allowed to create or delete thesaurii)
- Report (is not allowed to change data within thesaurus)
- Read (is not allowed to change or create queries)

The system administrator may create users on demand and associate a particular user to one
of the available groups.

•  It is possible to associate each term of the thesaurus to external databases. In this way the
incorporation of microthesauri and other external tables is easy. The connection to
external databases is done by DDE-links. Examples are provided for Microsoft® Access,
Microsoft® Excel and Microsoft® Word. Versatile configuration to meet the demands of
external DDE-connections is provided.

•  THESmain  by itself may be a target to external DDE-requests. It is possible to show
every term in every way of  visualisation by external commands. By this feature two
instances of THESmain  with different thesaurii can be syncronized.
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The application uses a grafical user interface according to the rules of Microsoft® Windows.
Functionality is ordered hierarchically. Each window utilizes context sensitive help. The
actual settings of a window (size, position as well as sort orders, queries) are stored
permanently on demand. Every function of the program is callable by pointing device and by
keyboard-shortcuts.

1.2 Installation and Setup

THESmain  is installed on the users computer using the program SETUP.EXE. The setup
program installs THESmain itself, the database core, additional dynamic link libraries
necessary, the applications control files and the help system. It is important to understand,
that is is not sufficient to simply copy the distribution disks onto the hardisk of the target
system. The setup program has to be used, for it decompresses the installation files and
performs registry entries, the setup of the initialisation file and creates program icons.

Before the setup program is run from the installation diskettes the target system should be
checked to comply with the minimum system requirements of THESmain. These
requirements include:

•  Any IBM compatible machine with at least an 80486 processor
•  A 3½“ floppy drive
•  A hard disk with at least 30 MB free space
•  A display of at least 640*480 pixels resolution
•  Microsoft® Windows for Workgroups, Microsoft® Windows 95, Microsoft® Windows

NT or IBM OS/2 installed

As a next step the THESmain installation disks should be backed up. One of the following
methods may be used:

•  The Copy command on the file menu in the file manager of Microsoft® Windows for
Workgroups

•  The Copy command on the file menu in the Explorer of Microsoft® Windows 95
•  The Copy or Disccopy command in MS-DOS

1.2.1 Running Setup

To start setup

1. Insert the THESmain installation disk 1 in drive A
2. From File menu of the program manager of Microsoft® Windows for Workgroups or

from the start button of Microsoft® Windows 95 choose Run.
3. Type a:setup
4. Follow the setup instructions on the screen.

You can run setup as many times as necessary. For example setup might be run to reinstall
THESmain into another directory or onto another machine.
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1.2.2 Directories, Networking

The default setting for the installation path of THESmain is c:\thesmain. This directory may
be changed by the user during installation. Into this directory the THESmain applications as
well as the included database file (thesauri and system files) are installed. In this case
application files and data files are contained within the same directory. For this is the
standard procedure, every installation of THESmain is set up this way.

There are situations where an installation with seperated application and data directories are
required. Typically the data directory in this case is a net-drive. Two common situations for
this setup are:

•  A couple of users want to share the same thesauri (Workgroup computing)
•  A single user wants to place the thesauri onto a workgroup server to get his data

automatically backed up by the system administration.

To place the thesauri into a different directory / network directory the following steps are
necessary:

1. A network drive has to be configured. See the manual of the target machines operating
system. It is important, that the drive letter of the selected net-drive is always the same
and that the link is established automatically when the operating system is launched.

2. In THESmain / Tools / Settings the entry Thesaurus directory must be changed. Enter the
full name and path of the desired net-drive and hit OK.

3. Restart THESmain

Due to the multiuser capabilities of the different Microsoft® Windows operating systems
and the Microsoft® Access database core more then one user may use the same thesaurus at
the same time. Proper record locking assures data integrity if two users try to edit the same
data entity. Nevertheless it is not recommended, for organisatorial reasons, for more then
one user to edit the same thesaurus, but there are no constraints in many users visualizing
data within the same thesaurus.
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1.3 General guidelines

1.3.1 Thesaurus data structures

A thesaurus in THESmain consists mainly of two types of data records:

•  Descriptors
•  Nondescriptors

A descriptor record is used to store information about a descriptor. Descriptor information
includes data which are in general for a particular descriptor and data which are individual
for each of the descriptors languages. A descriptor can hold up to 30 languages. All
descriptors are contained within one descriptor table. Each descriptor in each language has
to be unique.

Each descriptor can be assigned one or more nondescriptors. The nondescriptors are
individual for each of the descriptors languages. A descriptors german representation
therefore has different nondescriptors then its english representation. For that reason
THESmain incorporates one nondescriptor table for each language. So, in a fully populated
system there exist one descriptor table and 30 nondescriptor tables.

Besides the descriptor or nondescriptor terms itself the records contain:

•  date information (date of creation, last modification, user at time of creation, at time of
last modification and an additionally note for creation and modification

•  status and source information
•  information about scopenote, definition and indexing (in each language for descriptors)

A thesaurus defines relations between descriptors and nondescriptors and between
descriptors and descriptors.

Descriptor to Nondescriptor relations:

•  UF / USE (used for / use) relation is a one to one relation between a descriptor and a
nondescriptor

•  UFC / USE (used for in combination / use) relation is a many to one relation between
more then one descriptor and one nondescriptor

Descriptor to Descriptor relations

•  BT (broader term) points one hierarchy level up
•  NT (narrower term) points one hierarchy level down
•  RT (related term) point to same hierarchy level

Each term (descriptor or nondescriptor) can contain additional data in a one to many
relation. That means that one particular term can contain one or many additional attached
data items of the same kind. The additional data may stem from resource tables (groups and
themes) or from individual data (thesaurus references and coincidences).
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Possible data contents for a term:

Source
Type
Status
Print Flag
Guideterm Flag

The next terms appear for each of the 30 allowed languages in case of descriptors

Term
Genitiv
Plural
Alternative Form
Auxiliary Field
Sort
Scopenote
Definition
Indexer

Attached Group 1 (descriptors only)
Attached Group 2
•  
•  
•  

Attached Theme 1 (descriptors only)
Attached Theme 2
•  
•  
•  

Attached Coincidence 1 (descriptors only)
Attached Coincidence 2
•  
•  
•  

Attached Thesaurus reference 1
Attached Thesaurus reference 2
•  
•  
•  
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1.3.2 Language Setup

THESmain is multilingual allowing to contain up to 30 language representations per
descriptor. While most data within THESmain is stored in the individual thesaurus
databases, the definition of languages is not. This information is stored in the THESmain’s
main database thus defining languages for the whole installation of a site including all
thesauri. Within a language definition table all desired languages must be assigned. There
are containers for all the 30 languages. Each entry assigns the desired language for this
specific entry to a specific descriptors term entry and to a specific nondescriptor table.

Within each window for data visualisation there are 30 buttons to select a particualr
language. For a individual user might request a specific language ordering, the language
definition table contains a column to define the language ordering. This language ordering is
used as a default for displaying language dependant data.

Example:

Language definition table

Entry language ordering
1 English 3
2 German 2
3 Italian 1

In this example the entry for Entry shows the hardwired assignment of languages. So, for
example, the german data for nondescdriptors are contained in nondescriptor table 2. Within
all visualisation windows the default startup language is italian for it is first in ordering. On
setting in the settings window the actual selected language may be stored when closing a
visualisation window. When THESmain is launched again the language selection of the last
usage is reproduced.  If the hardwired assignement is to be changed, a language copy in the
language definition window has to be performed. This usually takes a lot of time, for all
language dependant data is copied from one location to another.

1.3.3 Font and Keycode selection

To enter text in more then one font, operating system coniderations as well as
application program considerations must be taken into account.

Operating system

The operating system must provide the necessary fonts. This may  be done using the
Windows Multilanguage Support feature

 Recommended are:

Arial
Arial CE
Arial CY
Arial Greek
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With these all western european languages as well as Bulgarian, Belarussian, Czech
Republic, Hungarian, Greek,Polish, Russian, and Slovenian can be displayed.

Together with this the appropriate keyboard layout may be installed in keyboard setup, thus
enabling shortcut switching and display in the task bar.

Application

In the font definition utility, together with the chosen languages name a font must be
selected. When selecting a particular language entry, the defined font is loaded into the
display window. So multilingual display is accomplished. Within the descriptor display with
splits more then one font can be displayed. So, for example english terms may be displayed
simultaneously with greek terms.

1.4 Data visualisation

1.4.1 Window types

In THESmain the user interface utilizes two kinds of windows. For display of data with
fixed data content or windows which are used for short user interaction like confirmations,
so called dialog windows are used. It is not possible to change the size of these windows.
When these windows are launched, they are always shown centered on the machines screen.
The second type of window is used to display data with variable amount or they are usually
shown for a long period of time when launched. The size of these windows may be changed.
Further more contain these windows a button which allows the user to store the current
position and size of the window. Whenever this window is launched again, the previously
stored values for position and size are used. The button to store a windows size and location
properties is always next to the Exit- or Close button and marked by a blue square.

1.4.2 Window handling

To handle data in a thesaurus three kinds of data representation are required:

•  Visualisation of the table of descriptors
•  Visualisation of the table of nondescriptors
•  Visualisation of the relations of terms

 In THESmain the visualisation of thesaurus data is done with four main windows.

•  Window Descriptors is used to show all descriptor data.
•  Window Nondescriptors is used to show all nondescriptor data.
•  Window Navigation is used to show the relations between terms.

In addition THESmain provides a fourth window to show term relations grafically.

The windows are color coded. The navigation window is green, the table windows
(Descriptor and Nondescriptor) are red and the grafic window is yellow marked.
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When working with a thesaurus all four windows are opened. This means, that even on
machines with large screen monitors the working windows will overlap. Therefore it is a
major requirement to switch between these windows as fast as possible without the need to
refresh the data contents. THESmain provides two methods of window switching.

1.4.2.1 Window switching with the taskbar

After the application is started a taskbar is shown with buttons to show the available
windows.

red D - Descriptor table
red N - Nondescriptor table
green N - Relations (Navigation window)
yellow G - Grafic representation of data

The THESmain taskbar may be configured to float always on top of all other windows.
(This is done in the settings window). So even on small screens, where windows are totally
overlapped, the small taskbar is shown at any time. To switch from one window to another
the user simply must hit the appropriate button on the taskbar either to bring the selected
window on top of all other windows (except the taskbar) or to launch the selected window,
load ist data and then to bring this window on top of all other windows.

1.4.2.2 Window switching with the position keys

Each of the windows used for data display contain buttons to raise the associated window
and even to position in the displayed data according to the selected term in the calling
window.

In the descriptor window there are buttons to bring the windows for navigation or grafic
display on top (and to launch it, if necessary). For each window are two buttons available.
One is for simply bring the selected window on top of all other windows, which is equal to
the functionality of the switching done with the taskbar. The other first brings the selected
window on top of all other windows and then tries to position in the selected windows data
content to the term which is actually selected in the calling window. If. for example the
active window is the descriptor window and the selected term is „Temperature“ and the
Position button for the navigation window is hit, the navigation window is shown with the
term „Temperature“ selected.
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Navigat ion window
Descriptor /

Nondescr iptor
window

Graf ic window

Automatic select ion of
Descr iptor  and

Nondescr ip tor  mode

Descriptors only Descriptors only

1.5 Data processing

Data processing comprises of creating editing and deleting descriptors and nondescriptors,
creating and deleting relations between terms and creating and deleting attached information
like groups, themes a.s.o. In THESmain for processing data only two entry points are
provided.

•  A Termmanager
•  A Relationmanager

1.5.1 The Termmanager

The termmanager is button selectable in the descriptor and in the nondescriptor window.
The termmanager provided selections to create, edit and delete new terms as well as
functionality to bulk edit or bulk delete sets of terms. In this case all terms of a given
selection  are edited (or deleted). It is possible to change just selected entries of terms and to
replace previous data by new data or to add new data after existing ones.

When creating or editing terms the software checks for duplicate and similar terms. Three
types of check may be performed. (The extent of checking is user selectable in the settings
window).

•  Check for exact duplicate. This is mandatory. Uniquenes is required for each language.
•  Check for term to update is a part of an already existing term. In this case a list of the

similar terms is shown. A selection to proceed or to terminate is provided.
•  Check for term to update is part of an already existing term and differs in one character.

This method works properly to avoid similar terms created by misspelling. Again a list of
the similar terms is shown. A selection to proceed or to terminate is provided
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Creation of a term is performed on a per language basis. So a term must be created first for
one language only. Subsequent addition of translations must be done by editing.
If on deletion of a term existing relations to the selected term are found, the user is prompted
to proceede or to cancel. When proceeding, all relations involved are deleted and updated.
This feature should be used with caution for deleting a term out of the mid of a hierarchy
tree changes the properties of many other terms involved automatically. Of course the whole
process is logged and therefore reversible.

1.5.2 The Relationmanager

The relationmanager resides in the navigation window. It is used to create and delete
relations between terms. For descriptors possible relations are:

•  BT Broader term
•  NT Narrower term
•  RT Related term

For nondescriptors possible relations are:

•  UF Used for. In this case the related nondescriptor is used by  this descriptor
only.

•  UFC Used for in combination. In this case the related nondescriptor is shared 
among several descriptors.

For each relation creation and modification data are stored. This includes date of creation
and modification, the user and a additional note. The notes for creation and modification
may be bulk edited, where all notes with the same content are replaced by new values.

1.5.3 How to create a relation:

1. Select a term in the descriptor table
2. Position into the navigation window. Here the already defined relation for the selected

term are shown.
3. Go back to the descriptor window (Or go to the nondescriptor window in case of creating

a nondescriptor relation)
4. Select the second term the relation should point at.
5. Go back to the navigation window
6. Select the desired relation in the termmanager. Now a window with the selected term for

creating a relation is displayed. The creation note may be filled in. If the user confirms
the new relation is created.

When creating a new relation several check are performed including checks for circular
loops and for uniqeness in case of UF-relations. Creation as well as deleting update the
status fields of the involved terms.

1.6 Generating Reports
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THESmain provides flexible and in many ways configurable functions for report generation.
Report generation includes output of all tabular data as well as reports which hierarchical
output. Every report may be generated in printed form or routed to a file for external
processing.

1.6.1 General

1.6.2 Tabular data

The contents of every  table in the thesaurus, descriptors, nondescriptors, languages, groups
and so on may printed. The tables are sorted due to the underlying tables sortorder. Output
are all actual contents of the table thus reflecting the actual selection. Therefore it is very
easy for example to generate a list of all descriptors containing the german term
„Temperatur“ sorted by Descriptor status.

1.6.3 Hierarchical data

It is possible to generate reports in hierarchical way. That means that all hierarchical
relations of the selected leading terms is displayed. The ordering of the underlying data
again is user selectable to be printed in alphabetic order or in hierarchical order. As leading
terms may act:

•  Topterms
•  Groups
•  Supergroups
•  Themes

1.6.4 Printed reports

When generating printed outputs on descriptor data every field of the descriptors is user
selectable to be printed or not. Header texts, printing of date and paginating is user
selectable. Once a print format is generated it may be stored in printer profiles for later use.

Multilingual output is done either in printing the language dependant information
succesively using the abbreviations given in the language table as a delimiter or if only two
languages are involved, in the way dictionaries are printed. Printing is done via a print
preview window where the user is able to see the printing in advance. The printing is routed
to the attached windows standard printer with duplex printing capability if supported by the
system printer.

1.6.5 File reports

THESmain is able to generate reports into a file for later use by remote programs. In this
case any thesaurus data are exporteds as simple ASCII-file in a format which almost every
other application is able to import. To use this way of data exchange there exist mainly to
reasons:

•  In THESmain every data content ist possible to be printed. When creating printed
outputs, the user is able to vary the formatting of the output and to select different parts
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of the data. But one might wish to format data in a way which is not build in the
application.

•  A user might wish to perform data processing on the thesaurus data which is not possible
with the functions provided by THESmain. Possible reasons for external data processing
could be statistic analysis on thesaurus data, comparision against other (external) data
and so on.

How to obtain a printed output with Microsoft® Winword using the THESmain file
interface

1. The  output file is generated by THESmain using the desired selection and sortorder
2. The generated export file is read by Microsoft® Winword using the Mailmerge function.

Use catalog type of Mailmerge.
3. Place the required Mailmerge fields into the document where appropriate.
4. Now the setup is complete and the catalog may be generated.
5. If necessary, additional macros or VBA-functions could be written within Microsoft®

Winword.
6. The processed document is printed
 

1.7 Permuted Index

THESmain allows to produce a permuted index file of the current selection of descriptors
and nondescriptors. To produce a permuted index file first all keywords are extracted from
the thesaurus. To avoid keywords like the, in, a.s.o the creation function reads a void file
which contains all keywords which should be suppressed. Then the extracted keywords
along with the parts of the term which precede and follow the keyword are writen to a
database table. Once produced this table can be visualized and printed by built in
functionality.

1.8 Thesaurus management

This section involves actual three different kinds of operations on thesauri

•  Backup and Restore functions for the active thesaurus
•  Selection, Creation, Deletion and Duplication of thesauri
•  Import and Export functions.
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1.8.1 Backup and Restore

There are two reasons for making backups of the THESmain database.

First it might happen that due to hardware failures, power surges or even operating system
misfunctions the database files are lost. When a backup copy of the thesauri in use is
available, in case the original thesaurus is lost, the thesaurus can be restored from this copy.

The second reason is due to the nature of the used database engine. When working with a
thesaurus the data contained in the thesaurus are more and more fragmented. This
mechanism is very similar to the computers hard disk fragmentation. When producing a
backup, the original file is stored as backup and the new working file is created and
defragmented thus producing a smaller working thesaurus with faster data retrieval.

1.8.2 Selection Creation Deletion and Duplication

When THESmain is installed there is just a empty thesaurus available. In order to get an real
thesaurus one must be imported. To import a thesaurus first an empty new thesaurus must be
provided. The create thesaurus function creates a new and empty thesaurus from a template.
If an thesaurus is already available one might want to have a working copy to ensure the
possibility to return to the original thesaurus to visualize ist data or for comparison reasons.
To get rid of obsolete thesauri a delete function is provided.

The theaurus window provides a table with all thesauri available. The active thesaurus is
marked. To select a different thesaurus simply double-click the desired thesaurus.

1.8.3 Import and Export functions

In order to exchange data between different installations of THESmain as well as data
exchange between THESmain and remote applications a well defined data exchange format
is used.

Export functions

Two fileformats are available: The native Format is an ASCII Token format, the second
format is a SGML-compatible format. The language entries as well as the selction of
descriptors is user selectable.

Import functions

Like with the export functions, there are the native Token format and a SGML compatible
format available. To import a thesaurus absolute first an empty thesaurus must be created
using the thesaurus create function. With this thesaurus as active thesaurus the data can be
imported.
For detailed information refer to the data exchange chapter in the technical reference
section.
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1.9 Keyboard Shortcuts

All user interaction is usually done by a pointing device attached to the applications
machine. For experienced users and in case the target computer does not provide a pinting
device, all user interaction may be done by the keyboard. All buttons and panels are
equipped with ALT-Key shortcuts. One character in the buttons and panels caption is
underlined. If this character together with the keyboards ALT-Key is depressed, the desired
action takes place. In this case it is easy for the user to find the required keys for they are to
be seen in the controls caption. There are some more useful keyboard commands which are
not explicitly shown on the users windows. This are some general keyboard commands and
the navigation in the tables.

Navigation window

Navigating in the relations table is done by the Cursor up and Cursor down keys, the Home
and the End button. Enter makes the selected entry active

ALT-T sets the focus to the relation table
ALT-P sets the focus to the language panel
ALT-blank sets the carret into the text entry of the find function

Descriptor and Nondescriptor window

Navigating in the term table is done by the Cursor up, Cursor down, Page up, Page down
keys, the Home and the End button. Enter makes the selected entry active

ALT-T sets the focus to the term table
ALT-P sets the focus to the language panel
ALT-blank sets the carret into the text entry of the find function

Grafic Window

The cursor keys scroll the data window equivalent to use the scrollbars.
The cursor keys in combination with the SHIFT-key or the CONTROL-key select one of the
available term entries.

ALT-T sets the focus to the term table
ALT-P sets the focus to the language panel
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2 User Interface
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2.1 The Taskbar, Launching THESmain

Whenever THESmain is started, a taskbar with buttons to start every available window is
shown.

Special considerations for the taskbar:

The taskbar may be placed on every desired location on the screen be pointing into the
THESmain logo and moving the taskbar along with the mouse with depressed left mouse
button. When the selected window position should be stored for later use, the Store
Winsettings button must be hit. By default the taskbar is set floating on top of each other
windows. The use of THESmain involves the need to switch from one window to another
very fast and often. With the floating taskbar, which is visible all the time, the selection of
windows is easily done by simply clicking the appropriate window button. The floating
property is settable in the THESmain settings window.

For detailed information about window switching refer to chapter 1.4 (Data visualisation)

2.2 The Descriptor Window

2.2.1 General Settings
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The Store WinSettings button (it is marked by a blue square) is used to store the current
window size and position. When the window is started again, the stored values are used.
This feature is user settable in the THESmain settings window.

The caption of the descriptor window shows the active thesaurus and the user rights which
are assigned the current user.

The Navigation, Navigation/Pos and the Grafic Grafic/Pos buttons are used to show the
appropriate windows. the -Pos buttons additionally position to the descriptor currently
selected in the descriptor table. See chapter 1.4.2 Window handling for further information.

2.2.2 Language Settings

In the language panel up to 10 buttons are displayed. For each language defined in the
language window, a button is assigned. The order of language buttons is determined in the
language window too. So an user may set his individual button ordering. If more then 10
languages are defined or the window width is set to allow only fewer buttons, the Language
Up and Language Down buttons are used to scroll the buttons in the language panel. On
program exit the actual language setting is stored to be used at the next start. The language
buttons are assigned numbers which may be used as keyboard shortcuts.

2.2.3 The Data Table

The data table is used to display all currently selected descriptors in the selected sort order.
The actual selected entry is marked by a yellow bar. The navigation in the data table is done
either by pointing device of by keyboard entries. As keyboard entries the cursor keys, the
page up and page down keys, the home and the end keys are implemented. The keyboard
entries work only if the table is set to focus. The table is set to focus with ALT-T. To display
the table with more then one languages splits may be created.

This is done by selecting one of the small black rectangles in the lower left of the table and
pull it to the right. The creates a new split. The right part of the split is set to the language at
time of creation. Changing languages change always the left part of the split. On machines
without pointing device splits may be created with the keyboard. See the chapter „Table
Control Panel“ for information. The table uses the font selected in the language definition
table for the active language. When using splits, each sub table uses the assigned font. Thus
it is possible to show descriptors with different font settings, like english and greek,
simultaneously.
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2.2.4 The Table Control Panel

2.2.4.1 The Database Identifier Window

The second entry in the database identifier window shows the number of terms contained in
the actual selection. The first entry shows the relative position of the active term. If no data
are shown the display shows 0:0.

2.2.4.2 The Find Function

With the find function it is possible to locate a term randomly within the data content. The
find function works on the term field of the selected language. To use it, the user must enter
the text window of the find function. This is done either by mouse or by the the ALT-BLANK
Key. A whole term or just a part of it is entered. The wildcard characters  „?“ and „*“ may
be used. When some text is in the text window, the Find button is enabled. To start the seek,
either hit the Find button or simply hit the ENTER Key on the keyboard. The seek starts and
the first occurence of the text in the text window is located. The caption of the Find button
changes from „Find first“ to „Find next“

2.2.4.3 Selections

By default all available terms are shown in the data table. The work with these terms often
require to show only a part of them with certain properties in common. To accomplish this
needs, users may create selections either by a built in query engine or by SQL. Each defined
selection is stored under an unique name for later use. To employ a selection, simply the
entry of a stored selection is selected. Hitting the Ok button applies the selected query.
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2.2.4.3.1 Creating a Selection

To create a new selection first a new entry in the table must be generated. This is done by
the New function. A name for the new selection is requested and when confirmed, a new
and empty entry is available. This entry must be selected and clicking the Edit button starts
the query editor.

2.2.4.3.2 Editing a Selection

The first display of the query editor shows eight lines, each of which can contain a query
expression. The lines are connected together logically be „AND“, „OR“, „AND NOT“ or
„OR NOT“. For further structuring, lines or groups of lines may be enclosed by
paranthesises. To change the contents of a line either the Clear Line or the Edit button must
be selected. The Clear Line button simply erases the contents of a single line. The Edit
button starts the line editor. The line editor allows the assignemt of parameters to database
fields using a qualifier. The types of qualifiers, ranges of parameters and availability of
language specifiers depend on the field selected.

Line Editor Specifications

Field types

•  Any field of descriptor table not language dependant. The language specifier is switched
off.

Entries:

Recordnumber
Status
Source
Type
Printflag
Guidetermflag
History
Relation
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Qualifiers: LIKE, =, >=, <=, <, >, <>

•  Any field of descriptor table which is language dependant. The language specifier is
switched on.

Entries:

Term
Sort
Genitiv
Plural
Alternative Form
Auxiliary
Scopenote
Definition
Indexer

Qualifiers: LIKE, =, >=, <=, <, >, <>

•  Relation parametrized. The language specifier is switched on. Only one line of this type
is allowed.

Entries:

Broader Term
Narrower Term
Related Therm

Qualifiers: LIKE, =, >=, <=, <, >, <>

•  Related table data. The language specifier is switched off. Only one line of this type is
allowed.

Entries:

External Thesaurus
Coincidence
Group
Supergroup
Theme

Qualifiers: LIKE, =, >=, <=, <, >, <>

Additional settings my be done with the parenthesis buttons and by the line connection
button in case of more than one line. When the line editor is closed, all eight lines are
displayed with their contents. Now the new selection may be saved or abandoned.
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Instead of creating a selection with the query engine, a user may type in the selection
information directly by SQL. To do this, the SQL button in the query editor must be
selected. In the SQL window, the selection, so far already present, is shown as SQL string.
Additions or a completely new string may be added. Of course the CTRL-C and CTRL-V
keys are working as well as the clipboard functionality. Once stored the selection is no
longer available in the query editor. Trying to edit such a selection always starts the SQL-
window.

2.2.4.4 Marker function

If the built in selection features are not sufficient, a manual selection method is
implemented.

Any individual term may be marked by hitting the Mark button. If a marked term is selected,
the Color of the button indicates, if the term is marked or not.
Hitting Clear will remove all marker entries.
Mark Selection will set the marker flags for the current selection.
Show marked creates a new selection, where only the marked entries are shown.
The typically use is to create a selection with the selection mechanism, then to mark the
whole selection and then to manually unmark all undesired entries. Afterwards a new
selection, containing the desired (marked) terms only is created. This selection then may be
printed or written to file.

2.2.4.5 Creating Splits Manually

The usual way to create a split is the method described in 2.2.3 by using the mouse. For
machines without a mouse a manual mode for creating splits is included. Depressing the
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button Splits shows the Splits window. New and Delete buttons allow to create and remove
splits.

2.2.4.6 Sorting

The collection of terms is by default ordered by database identifier. Typically a user wants
to order the terms in several different ways according to the actual needs. A sort entry in the
descriptor window allows the sorting of the terms in several ways. Including sorting by
database identifier, status and type the data may be sorted by any defined language. Further
on, each term has an entry called „Sort“. In this entry the equivalent of the term without
special characters (like german ä, ö, ß) and in uppercase should be available. The data may
be sorted due to these entries also. Sort orders are stored and on opening the window later
on the stored sort order is used. Again this feature is user settable in the settings window.

2.2.5 The Window Control / Functions Panel

2.2.5.1 Window Control

Exit button Closes the descriptor window
Store WinSettings button Stores actual window size and position. See chapter 

2.2.1 /General Settings) for further information.
Window Select / Position buttons Used for Window switching and Positioning. For

detailed information about window switching refer
to chapter 1.4 (Data visualisation)

2.2.5.2 The Termmanager

There are only two places to change the contents of a thesaurus. The termmanager allows to
alter the contents of descriptors and nondescriptors, the relationmanager allows to alter the
relations between descriptors and nondescriptors.

A selection for creating, editing and deleting descriptors is shown. Except for the deletion
entries, the term editor window is shown. The term editor contains a tabbed control with two
pages. The first page contains indexed entries. This are entries which are different for each
defined language. Indexed entries are:

•  Term Maximum lenght: 255 Characters
•  Sort Maximum lenght: 255 Characters
•  Genitiv Maximum lenght: 255 Characters
•  Plural Maximum lenght: 255 Characters
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•  Alternate Form Maximum lenght: 255 Characters
•  Auxiliary Maximum lenght: 255 Characters
•  Scopenote Maximum lenght: 32000 Characters
•  Definition Maximum lenght: 32000 Characters
•  Indexer Maximum lenght: 32000 Characters
The second page contains static entries, which are equal for all defined languages, and all
entries which allow more than one entry per descriptor. Static entries are:

•  Source
•  Type
•  Print Flag

In case of descriptor edits, this page also contains buttons  to add tabular data which is:

•  Thesaurus References
•  Coincidences
•  Groups
•  Themes

2.2.5.2.1 Descriptor Add

Assigning a TermID

When a new Term is created, the System suggests the next free Number as ID. The entry
may be manually overwritten. A Function to find either the last (highest) number or the first
unused number is included. When a manual entry is supplied, the system checks for
uniqueness.

A new descriptor is created in the active language. Entries in other languages must be done
by edits. Some entries are mandatory. If they are not filled in, it is not possible to store the
term. Which entries are mandatory is set in the settings window. The descriptor add function
does not allow to enter tabular data like coincidences or groups. This is due to the fact, that
at this point no database identifier is assigned and the process of assigning values to term
related tables, a database id is required. When saving the new descriptor, a check against
doublettes is performed. In the settings window, a one to three level check can be set.

1. If an equal entry already exists, it is not possible to save the term. This check cannot be
switched off.

2. THESmain checks, if the requested entry is part of another, already existing term. In this
case, a list of those terms is shown. The user decides if to store or to cancel.

3. In addition to step two it is checked, if the requested entry differs only in one character
from an already existing term. Again, the user decides if to store or to cancel.

The descriptors status is set to „Unused“

2.2.5.2.2 Descriptor Edit

All data of an already existing term may be changed. A check for uniqueness is performed
as described in the previous chapter.
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2.2.5.2.3 Descriptor Delete

After the user has confirmed, the delete function checks for the existence of relations for the
term to delete. If there are relations, the user is informed. After user confirmation, the
descriptor and all ist relations are deleted. Deleting relations might change lots of other
descriptors data.

2.2.5.2.4 Descriptor Bulk Edit

This function allows editing of all data in the current selection. There are some major
differences performing a bulk edit to performing a regular edit. First of all, the entries for
term and sort are not editable with a bulk edit.

The editable fields contain the following properties:

•  No data are shown in the editable fields, for each entry might be different on different
terms.

•  All fields with changes get a green background. Only this fields are updated. If a field is
empty and marked green, this field will be cleared in all terms of the current selection

•  A field without green background is not changed in any term
•  Each editable field has a button assigned, where the user can select, if the new entry

replaces the old one or if the new entry is written after already existing data.
•  It is possible to add or delete tabular entries for groups and themes.
 

2.2.5.2.5 Descriptor Bulk Delete

All descriptors of the actual selection are deleted by performing single descriptor deletes for
each entry.

2.2.5.3 Detail Display

Within the data table, only the term itself, the status and the database identifier is shown. To
see all data belonging to a descriptor the Detail button can be selected. A panel is shown
where all information related to the selected descriptor, including attached tabular data, is
contained. The Detail button is toggle switch, so selecting this button again will remove the
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detail panel again. One pane in the Details display shows the history of the shown term.
Each time a change is made, an new line is added, containing the user, date of modification
and an coded entry showing the performed action.

2.2.5.4 Reports

When report generation is requested a three way selection is offered:
•  Print service
•  File service
•  Permuted Index
 

2.2.5.4.1 Printed Reports

Producing printed output is configurable in many ways. The options of the report window
are grouped in three groups.

•  General options
•  Language and Sorting
•  Detail data

General Options

The picture above shows the options common to all different reports. Selectable by option
is:

•  To print a logo on each pages header. The logo text is settable in the settings window
•  To print pagination
•  To print the actual computer date on each page
•  To print a header and a footer text on each page
•  To select between two date formats
•  Defininition of the string which is printed with each guideterm

Layout of Header and Footertext

LogoCheckbox LogoText Header   PageLayout

 X             X         X        |LOGO HEADER |
 X             X         -        |LOGO |
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 X             -         X        | HEADER |
 X             -         -        | |
 -             X         X        | HEADER          |
 -             X         -        | |

Layout of footer: |FooterText Pagination Date|

All options are stored and used when opening the window again.
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Language and Sorting

Description of options

•  Primary Language, Language Selection

All printed output refers to a primary language. The actual setting of the descriptor table
is used. Additional languages may be selected.

•  Regular output / Dictionary output

Regular output writes language dependant data consecutively, one after the other using
the delimiters given in the language definition table. With dictionary format, two
languages are output in two columns, much like the layout of a dictionary.

•  Sorting as table

The descriptors of the actual selection with the actual sort order is output as table.

•  Gemet and UDK

Special Formatting for the thesauri of the european environmental agency and the
german ans austrian environmental agencies.

•  Sorting as Topterm, Supergroup, Group, Theme

With one of these options, terms are grouped together with common Topterms,
Supergroups a.s.o.
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In this case, Topterms, Supergroups ... are ordered alphabetically and below each entry
all descriptor which share the given Topterm, Supergroup... are written below.

When Sorting as Topterm, Supergroup... is selected, the following options are enabled. If
regular table layout is used, the following options are off.

•  Header Bold
 

 Header data (Topterms, Supergroups...) are printed bold
 
•  Header Emphasized
 

 Header data (Topterms, Supergroups...) are printed 2 points larger then regular text
 
•  Header Underlined
 

 Header data (Topterms, Supergroups...) are printed underlined
 
•  Header Spaced
 

 Between Header data (Topterms, Supergroups...) and regular text some vertical space is
added.

 
•  Use SortField
 

 Instead of using the terms entry, the sort fields are used.
 
•  Hierarchy Layout
 

 Underneath the header data (Topterms, Supergroups...) the entries are ordered by
database identifier. If hierarchy layout is selected, the data are grouped due to their
hierarchy. The level of hierarchy is represented by the degree of intendation.

 
•  Indent Character

When using hierarchy layout to visualize the intendation a character may be selected.

•  Linenumber, Linenumber character

To create references between alphabetic tables and systematic tables, this feature may be
used. First the systematic printout is generated. The lines are numbered subsequently
starting with 1 and preceeded by the Linenumber character. Afterwards the alphabetic
printout is generated. In this table each term printed is followed by the linenumbers from
the systematic display, thus enabling easy referenceing from the alphabetic table into the
systematic table.

When using regular table output, all data contained in the active selection is printed. When
using grouped output, All headers found in the whole descriptor content is used. To have the
possibility to print just one hierarchy tree, the an additional entry in the general options area
is used. Depending on which header data are used it is named „Topterm ID“, „Supergroup
ID“...
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In case of topterms when a valid ID is entered only the tree belonging to this header is
printed.
In case of groups and themes the entry requires a group or theme as string including wild
characters.

Detail Data

In this panel the detail data printed for each term is selectable. When table output is selected
all options are valid. When using grouped output, only the enabled options in the picture
above are usable.

Description of Options

The left column of options reflect all individual data of a term. Any of this data items may
be shown in printed output. Buttons to set or reset all af these options are included.

•  Term in boldface
 

 Determines if term is printed bold
 
•  Descriptions
 

 If enabled, the report contains descriptions for each data entry
 
•  Descriptions italic
 

 If enabled and if the previous option is enabled, the descriptions are printed italic
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•  Fontsize
 

 Determines the fontsize of the report
 
•  Term emphasized
 

 If enabled, the term is printed two points larger then the regular text
 
 
•  Indent
 

 If enabled, data are intent
 
•  Space after term
 

 If enabled, between term and data some vertical space is left
 
•  Space after record
 

 If enabled, between suczesive records some space is left
 
•  Language descriptors bold

If enabled and if more then one language is selected, the language abbreviations are
printed bold.

•  Index / Linenumber

Either the index (TermID) or the linenumber of a previously created systematic list is
printed

•  Inicator for succesive Narrower Terms

With alphabetic lists, an indicator may be printed, showing if an narrower term is the last
in ist chain.

Defaults

In the Detail Data page there are five additional buttons to set some useful defaults.
Depressing one of the buttons sets all options according to the selected default.

Printer Profiles

The current settings of all options may be stored as printer profile for later use. To use this
function, a new printer profile may be created using the New button. When the profile entry
is created, the actual option settings are stored. When using the Update button, the actual
option settings are written to the printer profile which is selected. To use a stored profile, the
desired entry in the table of profiles must be double-clicked or just selected and afterwards
the OK button depressed.

When all options are set as desired, depressing the Start button produces a printer preview.
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The printer preview page shows all pages of the report. Various settings for visualisation
and setting up the printer are available.

Mouse Shortcuts:

Double-clicking the left mousebutton zoomes in
Double-clicking the right mousebutton zoomes out
Double-clicking the left mousebutton with depressed Shift-Key goes to next page
Double-clicking the right mousebutton with depressed Shift-Key goes to previous page

Selecting the Print button starts printing on the attached windows system printer.

For further information refer to Chapter 1.6

2.2.5.4.2 File Reports

THESmain is able to generate reports into a file for later use by remote programs. In this
case any thesaurus data are exporteds as simple ASCII-file in a format which almost every
other application is able to import. To use this way of data exchange there exist mainly to
reasons:

•  In THESmain every data content ist possible to be printed. When creating printed
outputs, the user is able to vary the formatting of the output and to select different parts
of the data. But one might wish to format data in a way which is not build in the
application.

•  A user might wish to perform data processing on the thesaurus data which is not possible
with the functions provided by THESmain. Possible reasons for external data processing
could be statistic analysis on thesaurus data, comparision against other (external) data
and so on.

How to obtain printed output with Microsoft® Winword using THESmain file
interface
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1. The  output file is generated by THESmain using the desired selection and sortorder
2. The generated export file is read by Microsoft® Winword using the Mailmerge function.

Use catalog type of Mailmerge.
3. Place the required Mailmerge fields into the document where appropriate.
4. Now the setup is complete and the catalog may be generated.
5. If necessary, additional macros or VBA-functions could be written within Microsoft®

Winword.
6. The processed document is printed

When producing file reports, the window above is shown. When sorting is set to „as table“
the descriptors according to the actual selection and sort order is output to file. Which
additional data should be added, is selectable by the options in the right column. The
detailed file format is described in Chapter 3.3.2.6.1.

When sorting is set to Topterms, Supergroups, Groups or Themes then grouped output is
selected. In this case all data sharing the same header terms are grouped together. For a
detailed description of the file format refer to Chapter 3.3.2.6.1.  Further information is
found in 1.6, 3,3 and 2.2.5.4.2.

2.2.5.4.3 Permuted Index

THESmain allows to produce a permuted index file of the current selection of descriptors
and nondescriptors. To produce a permuted index file first all keywords are extracted from
the thesaurus. To avoid keywords like the, in, a.s.o the creation function reads a void file
which contains all keywords which should be suppressed. Then the extracted keywords
along with the parts of the term which precede and follow the keyword are writen to a
database table. Once produced this table can be visualized and printed by built in
functionality.

When selecting Reports / Permuted Index a window with three selections is shown:

•  Create Index
•  Print Index
•  Show Index
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Creating a permuted index

A filename to write the index to is required. A auxiliary file, which contains all the words
which should not occur in the permuted index, may be assigned as Voidfile. Another
selection determines if the permuted index should contain only words from the descriptor
content, the nondescriptor content or both. After depressing Start, the file is created.

Printing the Permuted Index

As with other reports, values for a header text, the font size as well as options to print a logo
(settable in the settings window), pagination and printing of date are available.

Showing the Permuted Index

If the Show button is selected, a window displaying the permuted index data is opened.
Within this window a search function is available. Of course a selection of data may be
copied to the clipboard for further use.

Additional information is found in Chapter 1.7.
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2.3 The Nondescriptor Window

2.3.1 General Settings

The Store WinSettings button (it is marked by a blue square) is used to store the current
window size and position. When the window is started again, the stored values are used.
This feature is user settable in the THESmain settings window.

The caption of the nondescriptor window shows the active thesaurus and the user rights
which are assigned the current user.

The Navigation, Navigation/Pos and the Grafic Grafic/Pos buttons are used to show the
appropriate windows. the -Pos buttons additionally position to the nondescriptor currently
selected in the descriptor table. See chapter 1.4.2 Window handling for further information.

2.3.2 Language Settings

In the language panel up to 10 buttons are displayed. For each language defined in the
language window, a button is assigned. The order of language buttons is determined in the
language window too. So an user may set his individual button ordering. If more then 10
languages are defined or the window width is set to allow only fewer buttons, the Language
Up and Language Down buttons are used to scroll the buttons in the language panel. On
program exit the actual language setting is stored to be used at the next start. The language
buttons are assigned numbers which may be used as keyboard shortcuts.

2.3.3 The Data Table

The data table is used to display all currently selected nondescriptors in the selected sort
order. The actual selected entry is marked by a yellow bar. The navigation in the data table
is done either by pointing device of by keyboard entries. As keyboard entries the cursor
keys, the page up and page down keys, the home and the end keys are implemented. The
keyboard entries work only if the table is set to focus. The table is set to focus with ALT-T.
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2.3.4 The Table Control Panel

2.3.4.1 The Database Identifier Window

The second entry in the database identifier window shows the number of terms contained in
the actual selection. The first entry shows the relative position of the active term. If no data
are shown the display shows 0:0.

2.3.4.2 The Find Function

With the find function it is possible to locate a term randomly within the data content. The
find function works on the term field of the selected language. To use it, the user must enter
the text window of the find function. This is done either by mouse or by the the ALT-BLANK
Key. A whole term or just a part of it is entered. The wildcard characters  „?“ and „*“ may
be used. When some text is in the text window, the Find button is enabled. To start the seek,
either hit the Find button or simply hit the ENTER Key on the keyboard. The seek starts and
the first occurence of the text in the text window is located. The caption of the Find button
changes from „Find first“ to „Find next“

2.3.4.3 Selections

By default all available terms are shown in the data table. The work with these terms often
require to show only a part of them with certain properties in common. To accomplish this
needs, users may create selections either by a built in query engine or by SQL. Each defined
selection is stored under an unique name for later use. To employ a selection, simply the
entry of a stored selection is selected. Hitting the Ok button applies the selected query.
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2.3.4.3.1 Creating a Selection

To create a new selection first a new entry in the table must be generated. This is done by
the New function. A name for the new selection is requested and when confirmed, a new
and empty entry is available. This entry must be selected and clicking the Edit button starts
the query editor.

2.3.4.3.2 Editing a Selection

The first display of the query editor shows eight lines, each of which can contain a query
expression. The lines are connected together logically be „AND“, „OR“, „AND NOT“ or
„OR NOT“. For further structuring, lines or groups of lines may be enclosed by
paranthesises. To change the contents of a line either the Clear Line or the Edit button must
be selected. The Clear Line button simply erases the contents of a single line. The Edit
button starts the line editor. The line editor allows the assignemt of parameters to database
fields using a qualifier. Which language the nondescriptors are assigned is shown and
selectable in a listbox.

Line Editor Specifications

Field Specifier entries

•  Regular entries
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Recordnumber
Status
Source
Type
Printflag
History

Qualifiers: LIKE, =, >=, <=, <, >, <>

•  Related table data. The language specifier is switched off. Only one line of this type is
allowed.

Entries:

External Thesaurus

Qualifiers: LIKE, =, >=, <=, <, >, <>

Additional settings my be done with the parenthesis buttons and by the line connection
button in case of more than one line. When the line editor is closed, all eight lines are
displayed with their contents. Now the new selection may be saved or abandoned.

Instead of creating a selection with the query engine, a user may type in the selection
information directly by SQL. To do this, the SQL button in the query editor must be
selected. In the SQL window, the selection, so far already present, is shown as SQL string.
Additions or a completely new string may be added. Of course the CTRL-C and CTRL-V
keys are working as well as the clipboard functionality. Once stored the selection is no
longer available in the query editor. Trying to edit such a selection always starts the SQL-
window.

2.3.4.4 Marker function

If the built in selection features are not sufficient, a manual selection method is
implemented.
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Any individual term may be marked by hitting the Mark button. If a marked term is selected,
the Color of the button indicates, if the term is marked or not.
Hitting Clear will remove all marker entries.
Mark Selection will set the marker flags for the current selection.
Show marked creates a new selection, where only the marked entries are shown.
The typically use is to create a selection with the selection mechanism, then to mark the
whole selection and then to manually unmark all undesired entries. Afterwards a new
selection, containing the desired (marked) terms only is created. This selection then may be
printed or written to file.

2.3.4.5 Sorting

The collection of terms is by default ordered by database identifier. Typically a user wants
to order the terms in several different ways according to the actual needs. A sort entry in the
descriptor window allows the sorting of the terms in several ways. Including sorting by
database identifier, status and type the data may be sorted by any defined language. Further
on, each term has an entry called „Sort“. In this entry the equivalent of the term without
special characters (like german ä, ö, ß) and in uppercase should be available. The data may
be sorted due to these entries also. Sort orders are stored and on opening the window later
on the stored sort order is used. Again this feature is user settable in the settings window.

2.3.5 The Window Control / Functions Panel

2.3.5.1 Window Control

Exit button Closes the nondescriptor window
Store WinSettings button Stores actual window size and position. See chapter 

2.2.1 /General Settings) for further information.
Window Select / Position buttons Used for Window switching and Positioning. For

detailed information about window switching refer
to chapter 1.4 (Data visualisation)

2.3.5.2 The Termmanager

There are only two places to change the contents of a thesaurus. The termmanager allows to
alter the contents of descriptors and nondescriptors, the relationmanager allows to alter the
relations between descriptors and nondescriptors.
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A selection for creating, editing and deleting nondescriptors is shown. Except for the
deletion entries, the term editor window is shown. The term editor contains a tabbed control
with two pages. The first page contains indexed entries. This are entries which are different
for each defined language. Indexed entries are:

•  Term Maximum lenght: 255 Characters
•  Sort Maximum lenght: 255 Characters
•  Genitiv Maximum lenght: 255 Characters
•  Plural Maximum lenght: 255 Characters
•  Alternate Form Maximum lenght: 255 Characters
•  Auxiliary Maximum lenght: 255 Characters
•  Scopenote Maximum lenght: 32000 Characters
•  Definition Maximum lenght: 32000 Characters
•  Indexer Maximum lenght: 32000 Characters

The second page contains static entries, which are equal for all defined languages, and all
entries which allow more than one entry per descriptor. Static entries are:

•  Source
•  Type
•  Print Flag
•  History

In case of descriptor edits, this page also contains buttons  to add tabular data which is:

•  Thesaurus References

2.3.5.2.1 Nondescriptor Add

Assigning a TermID

When a new Term is created, the System suggests the next free Number as ID. The entry
may be manually overwritten. A Function to find either the last (highest) number or the first
unused number is included. When a manual entry is supplied, the system checks for
uniqueness. Numbers are issued from 1000001 to 2000000 for language 1, from 2000001 to
3000000 for language 2 and so on. If an user supplied entry is more then 1000 beyond the
highest entry, a warning is issued.

A new nondescriptor is created in the active language. For each language a nondescriptor of
ist own is available. Some entries are mandatory. If they are not filled in, it is not possible to
store the term. Which entries are mandatory is set in the settings window. The descriptor add
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function does not allow to enter thesaurus references. This is due to the fact, that at this
point no database identifier is assigned and the process of assigning values to term related
tables, a database id is required. When saving the new descriptor, a check against doublettes
is performed. In the settings window, a one to three level check can be set.

1. If an equal entry already exists, it is not possible to save the term. This check cannot be
switched off.

2. THESmain checks, if the requested entry is part of another, already existing term. In this
case, a list of those terms is shown. The user decides if to store or to cancel.

3. In addition to step two it is checked, if the requested entry differs only in one character
from an already existing term. Again, the user decides if to store or to cancel.

The descriptors status is set to „Unused“

2.3.5.2.2 Nondescriptor Edit

All data of an already existing term may be changed. A check for uniqueness is performed
as described in the previous chapter.

2.3.5.2.3 Nondescriptor Delete

After the user has confirmed, the delete function checks for the existence of relations for the
term to delete. If there are relations, the user is informed. After user confirmation, the
nondescriptor and all ist relations are deleted. Deleting relations might change lots of other
nondescriptors data.

2.3.5.2.4 Nondescriptor Bulk Edit

This function allows editing of all data in the current selection. There are some major
differences performing a bulk edit to performing a regular edit. First of all, the entries for
term and sort are not editable with a bulk edit.
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The editable fields contain the following properties:

•  No data are shown in the editable fields, for each entry might be different on different
terms.

•  All fields with changes get a green background. Only this fields are updated. If a field is
empty and marked green, this field will be cleared in all terms of the current selection

•  A field without green background is not changed in any term
•  Each editable field has a button assigned, where the user can select, if the new entry

replaces the old one or if the new entry is written after already existing data.
•  It is possible to add or delete tabular entries for groups and themes.
 

2.3.5.2.5 Nondescriptor Bulk Delete

All nondescriptors of the actual selection are deleted by performing single nondescriptor
deletes for each entry.

2.3.5.3 Detail Display

Within the data table, only the term itself, the status and the database identifier is shown. To
see all data belonging to a nondescriptor the Detail button can be selected. A panel is shown
where all information related to the selected nondescriptor, including attached tabular data,
is contained. The Detail button is toggle switch, so selecting this button again will remove
the detail panel again.

2.3.5.4 Reports

When report generation is requested a three way selection is offered:

•  Print service
•  File service
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2.3.5.4.1 Printed Reports

General Options

Selectable by option is:

•  To print a logo on each pages header. The logo text is settable in the settings window
•  To print pagination
•  To print the actual computer date on each page
•  To print a header and a footer text on each page

Layout of Header and Footertext

LogoCheckbox LogoText Header   PageLayout

 X             X         X        |LOGO HEADER |
 X             X         -        |LOGO |
 X             -         X        | HEADER |
 X             -         -        | |
 -             X         X        | HEADER          |
 -             X         -        | |

Layout of footer: |FooterText Pagination Date|
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Detail Selections

In this panel the detail data printed for each term is selectable. When table output is selected
all options are valid. When using grouped output, only the enabled options in the picture
above are usable.

Description of Options

The left column of options reflect all individual data of a term. Any of this data items may
be shown in printed output. Buttons to set or reset all af these options are included.

•  Term in boldface
 

 Determines if term is printed bold
 
•  Descriptions
 

 If enabled, the report contains descriptions for each data entry
 
•  Descriptions italic
 

 If enabled and if the previous option is enabled, the descriptions are printed italic
 
•  Fontsize
 

 Determines the fontsize of the report
 
•  Term emphasized
 

 If enabled, the term is printed two points larger then the regular text
 
 
•  Indent
 

 If enabled, data are intent
 
•  Space after term
 

 If enabled, between term and data some vertical space is left
 
 
 
•  Space after record
 

 If enabled, between suczesive records some space is left
 
•  Language descriptors bold

If enabled and if more then one language is selected, the language abbreviations are
printed bold.
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Defaults

In the Detail Data page there are three additional buttons to set some useful defaults.
Depressing one of the buttons sets all options according to the selected default.

Printer Profiles

The current settings of all options may be stored as printer profile for later use. To use this
function, a new printer profile may be created using the New button. When the profile entry
is created, the actual option settings are stored. When using the Update button, the actual
option settings are written to the printer profile which is selected. To use a stored profile, the
desired entry in the table of profiles must be double-clicked or just selected and afterwards
the OK button depressed.

When all options are set as desired, depressing the Start button produces a printer preview.

The printer preview page shows all pages of the report. Various settings for visualisation
and setting up the printer are available.

Mouse Shortcuts:

Double-clicking the left mousebutton zoomes in
Double-clicking the right mousebutton zoomes out
Double-clicking the left mousebutton with depressed Shift-Key goes to next page
Double-clicking the right mousebutton with depressed Shift-Key goes to previous page

Selecting the Print button starts printing on the attached windows system printer.

For further information refer to Chapter 1.6

2.3.5.4.2 File Reports

THESmain is able to generate reports into a file for later use by remote programs. In this
case any thesaurus data are exporteds as simple ASCII-file in a format which almost every
other application is able to import. To use this way of data exchange there exist mainly to
reasons:
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•  In THESmain every data content ist possible to be printed. When creating printed
outputs, the user is able to vary the formatting of the output and to select different parts
of the data. But one might wish to format data in a way which is not build in the
application.

•  A user might wish to perform data processing on the thesaurus data which is not possible
with the functions provided by THESmain. Possible reasons for external data processing
could be statistic analysis on thesaurus data, comparision against other (external) data
and so on.

How to obtain printed output with Microsoft® Winword using THESmain file
interface

1. The  output file is generated by THESmain using the desired selection and sortorder
2. The generated export file is read by Microsoft® Winword using the Mailmerge function.

Use catalog type of Mailmerge.
3. Place the required Mailmerge fields into the document where appropriate.
4. Now the setup is complete and the catalog may be generated.
5. If necessary, additional macros or VBA-functions could be written within Microsoft®

Winword.
6. The processed document is printed

The detailed file format is described in Chapter 3.3.2.6.1.
Additional information is found in 1.6, 3,3 and 2.2.5.4.2.

2.4 The Navigation Window

2.4.1 General Settings

The Store WinSettings button (it is marked by a blue square) is used to store the current
window size and position. When the window is started again, the stored values are used.
This feature is user settable in the THESmain settings window.

The caption of the navigation window shows the active thesaurus and the user rights which
are assigned the current user.
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The Table, Table/Pos and the Grafic Grafic/Pos buttons are used to show the appropriate
windows. the -Pos buttons additionally position to the term currently selected in the
navigation table. See chapter 1.4.2 Window handling for further information.

2.4.2 Language Settings

In the language panel up to 10 buttons are displayed. For each language defined in the
language window, a button is assigned. The order of language buttons is determined in the
language window too. So an user may set his individual button ordering. If more then 10
languages are defined or the window width is set to allow only fewer buttons, the Language
Up and Language Down buttons are used to scroll the buttons in the language panel. On
program exit the actual language setting is stored to be used at the next start. The language
buttons are assigned numbers which may be used as keyboard shortcuts.

2.4.3 The Relation Table

In the relation table all currently defined relation of the selected term is shown. Types of
relations are grouped together. Doubleclicking an table entry selects the term given in the
specified relation and this terms relations are shown. Of course selecting an entry with the
cursor keys and confirmation with the Enter-key performs the same action.

2.4.4 The Control Panel

2.4.4.1 The Back function

Each displayed term is stored in a list for later retrieval. When selecting the back function
the previously displayed term is called from this list. So it is easy, if a related term is
displayed to return to the previous display. The list of remembered entries contains a
maximum of 16 terms.

2.4.4.2 Topterms

Usually each term in a thesaurus is part of a tree hierarchy. Therefore each term has one
topterm. This is the term at the topmost place in the terms hierarchy. THESmain is able to
maintain polydimensional thesauri. This means, that a given term may have more then one
topterms. Selecting the topterm function calculates all topterms of the actual term and
displays them in a list. The list allows to select one of the given topterms and to display this
term in the navigation window.
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2.4.4.3 Connects

Under the operating systems THESmain is able to run, more then one application may be
launched at the same time. It is possible for applications running simultaneously to exchange
data between each other and to control each other. This functionality is known as Dynamic
data exchange or DDE. A thesaurus might have tables with additional data like geografic
terms, microsthesauri or similar attached tables. This data are usually contained in their own
applications or are in standard formats and applications like Microsoft® Excel. THESmain is
able to control other applications, of course other instances of THESmain, by DDE. The
DDE connection always consists of two parts. First it must be known how to lauch an
application by DDE and how to establish a connection. The second task is to send term
specific strings in order to position within the targtes data content. Further many
applications are able to perform stored functions in the way of macros or similar. To
establish a DDE connection to a target program ists DDE specifications must be known.
Usually they can be found in the applications manuals or in its helpfile.

How the general DDE connection is achieved in THESmain is described in Chapter 3.1

In the navigation window the data specific to a particular term is assigned. When the
Connects button is selected the following window is shown:

A list of the already defined Connections to external applications is shown. Selecting one
entry and clicking the Goto button tries to position into the target data content within the
target application.
To add a new connection the New button displays a list of available connection types. A
value for positioning must be assigned. OK saves the new entry.
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If in regular navigation display the Connects button is red, there are already connections
defined for this term.

2.4.4.4 Find

The find function is able to display the term with the desired database identifier. To find a
specific term the find text window must be entered by clicking or by the ALT-BLANK key.
When a proper id is entered, clicking the Find button or entereing ENTER starts the seek.

2.4.4.5 Additional information

As additional information the currently selected term database identifier and its status is
shown.

2.4.5 The Window Control / Functions Panel

2.4.5.1 Window Control

Exit button Closes the descriptor window
Store WinSettings button Stores actual window size and position. See chapter 

2.2.1 /General Settings) for further information.
Window Select / Position buttons Used for Window switching and Positioning. For

detailed information about window switching refer
to chapter 1.4 (Data visualisation)

2.4.5.2 The Relationmanager

The relationmanager is the only place in THESmain where it is possible to create delete and
alter relations between Descriptors and Nondescriptors.

•  The first five buttons allow to create a new relation.
•  Edit Creation Note and Edit Modification Note allow to edit the notes which are stored

together with the creation / modification dates ans users.
•  Delete Relation deletes the currently selected relation
•  Delete All deletes all relations of the currently selected term.
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How to create a relation

1. One partner of the relation is the term already displayed in the navigation window
2. Select the other partner of the relation in the descriptors table in case of relations RT, BT

and NT or in the nondescriptors table in case of relations UF and UFC.
3. Click the desired button.
4. The following window is displayed.
 

 
 
 
5. Edit the creation note, if desired
6. Click the OK button in order to create the relation

When entering a relation the following checks are perforrmed:

•  The desired target term is not already in use with the source term.
•  The desired target term is not in the chain of broader terms or narrower terms of the

source term.
•  In case of UF-relation the target term must be unused.
•  In case of UFC-relation the target must not be used in an UF-relation.
•  Reciprocal entries are generatet automatically

2.4.5.3 Detail Display

To see all data belonging to a descriptor the Detail button can be selected. A panel is shown
where all information related to the selected descriptor, including attached tabular data, is
contained. The Detail button is toggle switch, so selecting this button again will remove the
detail panel again. One pane in the Details display shows the history of the shown term.
Each time a change is made, an new line is added, containing the user, date of modification
and an coded entry showing the performed action.
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2.5 The Grafic Window

The grafic window is used to show descriptor relations in a grafical way. The whole
hierarchy tree with all poyhierarchic properties is visualized.

2.5.1 General Settings

The Store WinSettings button (it is marked by a blue square) is used to store the current
window size and position. When the window is started again, the stored values are used.
This feature is user settable in the THESmain settings window.

The caption of the grafic window shows the active thesaurus and the user rights which are
assigned the current user.

The Navigation, Navigation/Pos and the Table Table/Pos buttons are used to show the
appropriate windows. the -Pos buttons additionally position to the descriptor currently
selected in the descriptor table. See chapter 1.4.2 Window handling for further information.

The spacing of terms is controlled by the X-Spacing and Y-Spacing settings in the settings
sheet. For long entries are cut with small entries for X-Spacing, the whole text is shown in a
status line.

Display Limitations

Maximum of about 800 Topterms or lowest terms
Maximum of about 100 levels of hierarchy
Maximum of about 2000 entries

2.5.2 Language Settings

In the language panel up to 10 buttons are displayed. For each language defined in the
language window, a button is assigned. The order of language buttons is determined in the
language window too. So an user may set his individual button ordering. If more then 10
languages are defined or the window width is set to allow only fewer buttons, the Language
Up and Language Down buttons are used to scroll the buttons in the language panel. On
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program exit the actual language setting is stored to be used at the next start. The language
buttons are assigned numbers which may be used as keyboard shortcuts.

2.5.3 The Folder button

The folder button may be closed or open. If the folder is closed only the next neighbours of
the selected term are displayed. In other words, only the next hierarchy up and down is
visible. If the folder is open, every leaf on the hierarchy tree of the currently selected term is
visible. For, especially in the complex display, thousand of calculations must be performed,
the synthesis of the display may take up to several seconds.

2.5.4 The Window Control / Functions Panel

2.5.4.1 Window Control

Exit button Closes the grafic window
Store WinSettings button Stores actual window size and position. See chapter 

2.2.1 /General Settings) for further information.
Window Select / Position buttons Used for Window switching and Positioning. For

detailed information about window switching refer
to chapter 1.4 (Data visualisation)

2.5.5 Keyboard Shorcuts

The cursor keys scroll the data window equivalent to use the scrollbars.
The cursor keys in combination with the SHIFT-key or the CONTROL-key select one of the
available term entries.
If the focus is set to a particular entry by mouse or be SHIFT-CURSOR or CONTROL-
CURSOR keys and the ENTER button is depressed, this term is made the selected term and
the hierarchy for this term is drawn.

2.5.6 Reports

The report may be directed to the attached system printer or to the clipboard for further
processing. Printed is always the actual visible window.

By option selectable properties:

•  Printing a logo (logo is defined in settings window)
•  Printing pagination
•  Printing date
•  Printing a header
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When all options are set as desired, depressing the Start button produces a printer preview.

The printer preview page shows all pages of the report. Various settings for visualisation
and setting up the printer are available.

Mouse Shortcuts:

Double-clicking the left mousebutton zoomes in
Double-clicking the right mousebutton zoomes out
Double-clicking the left mousebutton with depressed Shift-Key goes to next page
Double-clicking the right mousebutton with depressed Shift-Key goes to previous page

Selecting the Print button starts printing on the attached windows system printer.

For further information refer to Chapter 1.6

2.6 The Tools Window

The tools window acts just as a selector for some other windows, all of them dealing with
thesaurus or system management.

2.6.1 The About Window

The about window shows the programs creation date and the version number.

2.6.2 The Logfile Window
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Whenever THESmain is started, all user activities are written to a logfile including the name
of the current user and the computers date and time. So all changes to a particular thesaurus
as well as handling of thesaurii are reflected by the logging data. The file, all data is written
at, is selected within the settings window „Logfilename“. When the actual logfile has
reached the size given in the settings window „Size of Logfile“, the actual logfile is stored
under the name given in the settings window „Backup Filename“,   and the actual logfile is
cleared.

Clicking the Logfile button opens a common file dialog to select a logfile. Confirming the
selection shows the content of the selected logfile.

The logfile includes a search function and of course CONTROL-C copy function as well as
clipboard function.

If the currently used logfile is used, the last entries are not shown. This is due to the write
chache of Microsoft® Windows.

2.6.3 The Settings Window

The settings window is used to change user selectable options and to store these options.

The following paragraph describes the options available.
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•  Main Window always on Top determines if the THESmain taskbar floats always on top
of all other windows or if it behaves like a regular window. See chapter 2.1 for further
information

•  Iconize Window when positioning. If switching from one main window to another with
the mechanisms described in chapter 1.4, the window which is left may be either put in
the background or set to icon size.

•  Use stored Window Settings. Many windows contain a button (Save WinSettings) to
store the actual size and position. With this option the user determines, if on opening a
window, its stored properties are used or if it is simply centered on the screen.

•  Table fontsize. Determines the fontsize of the descriptor and nondescriptor tables.
•  Grafix Spacing. Determines the X- and Y-Spacing of items in the grafic window.
•  Markertable in Use. The system supplies up to 10 independant markertables. You need

to change this setting either if you want to save the mark settings for later use or, more
important, if the system is used in a multiuser environment. In this case each user must
use his own marker table.

•  Thesaurus directory. Determines where THESmain looks for thesauri. May be a net-
drive on a remote computer. See 1.4

•  Print Logo. When generating printed reports the user may select to print a logo on each
page. Here the text of this logo is determined.

•  Font. Determines the font used for printed outputs. A selection of all fonts on the
applications machine is available.

•  Logfilename. Sets the name for the logfile. See 2.6.2, 3.4.
•  Backupfilename. After the logfilename has reached a size limit, it is renamed to

Backupfilename. Logging starts again with an empty file. See 2.6.2, 3.4.
•  Size of Logfile. Determines the maximum size of the logfile. Small logfiles will only

store a few operations, large logfiles take long to load. See 2.6.2, 3.4.
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•  Save Data Selections. When this option is set, the current selection of data, the sort
order and the language selection is stored for later use. When a other thesaurus is
selected, this setting is cleared anyway. This option is available for descriptor and
nondescriptor window. In the navigation and grafics window only the language selection
is stored. This is done unconditionally.

•  Use Data Selections. When set, the stored settings for data selection, sortorder and
language selection are used in the descriptor and nondescriptor window.

•  Use Stored language. If set, the grafic window and the navigation window use the stored
language settings.
 Mandatory inputs. Each field of the entries set, must be filled in on creating or editing
terms.

•  Checks on add new term. When creating or editing terms the system checks for
uniqeness of the term. The check may be performed in three levels.

 
1. If an equal entry already exists, it is not possible to save the term. This check cannot

be switched off.
2. THESmain checks, if the requested entry is part of another, already existing term. In

this case, a list of those terms is shown. The user decides if to store or to cancel.
3. In addition to step two it is checked, if the requested entry differs only in one

character from an already existing term. Again, the user decides if to store or to
cancel.

2.6.4 The Languages Window

Each installation of  THESmain must have languages defined. The language definition is set
per installation and is the same for all thesauri within one installation. The language
definition must be performed before any other activity. Entries for up to 30 languages are
available. The number of entries always is 30, even if there are less languages defined.
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Language Entries

1. The first entry is the database index of the table. It also determines the hardwired
location of descriptors and nondescriptors for this language. To move a language from
one location to another, it first must be copied. Afterwards the previous entry may be
deleted.

2. The second entry contains the name of the language. It is used only for user reference.
3. The third entry contains the selected font for the language. All fonts on the applications

machine may be selected. It is recommended to use the same font layout for each
language with a font with multifont capabilities like Arial of Times Roman. Arial for
example is available as Arial for western european languages, Arial greek for greek
characters and as Arial CE for eastern european languages requiring cyrillic characters.

4. The next entry determines the ordering of languages. In the data windows the language
entries are shown due to this setting.

5. The translator contains the name of the translator or the name of the organisation which
performed the language translation.

6. The abbreviation is used in generating printed reports as language delimiters.
7. The last entry is used to define the used characterset. This entry is used mainly for

external use of the thesauri.

2.6.4.1 General Settings

The Store WinSettings button (it is marked by a blue square) is used to store the current
window size and position. When the window is started again, the stored values are used.
This feature is user settable in the THESmain settings window.

2.6.4.2 Functions

•  There is no „New“ function with languages, for the entries for all 30 languages are
already available.

•  Edit changes the entries for the selected language.
•  Delete clears a language entry. When an entry is deleted, all descriptor and nondescriptor

data for this entry is removed
•  Copy. Copies an entry for a language to another location. All data for descriptors and

nondescriptors are duplicated also.
•  Report creates either a printed report on the machines attached system printer or a tab-

delimited file for use with remote programs
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User selectable options include

- Printing of a logo (defined in the settings window)
- Printing pagination
- Printing of Date

A description of the file format is in chapter 3.3.2.4

2.6.5 The Connections Window

Under the operating systems THESmain is able to run, more then one application may be
launched at the same time. It is possible for applications running simultaneously to exchange
data between each other and to control each other. This functionality is known as Dynamic
data exchange or DDE. A thesaurus might have tables with additional data like geografic
terms, microsthesauri or similar attached tables. This data are usually contained in their own
applications or are in standard formats and applications like Microsoft® Excel. THESmain is
able to control other applications, of course other instances of THESmain, by DDE. The
DDE connection always consists of two parts. First it must be known how to lauch an
application by DDE and how to establish a connection. The second task is to send term
specific strings in order to position within the targets data content. Further many
applications are able to perform stored functions in the way of macros or similar. To
establish a DDE connection to a target program ists DDE specifications must be known.
Usually they can be found in the applications manuals or in its helpfile.

How the general DDE connection is achieved in THESmain is described in Chapter 3.2

In the Connections window the general settings for a DDE-connection to a remote
application is defined.

Entries

1. The name for this DDE-setup.
2. The application name including its path
3. The applications caption when launched.
4. An optional URL-setting
5. DDE-Start (what to do after the DDE-connection is established
6. DDE-topic.
7. DDE-Item.
8. Pre-String.
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9. Post-String. The parameter string to locate a particualr item may be long and contain
parts which are equal for all entries. The leading fixed parts of the parameter string are
stored in the field for Pre-String, the trailing parts are stored in Post-String. The whole
parameter string consists of Pre-String + Parameter in descriptor + Post-String

10. DDE-Mode (link poke or link execute)
11. DDE-timeout.

2.6.5.1 General Settings

The Store WinSettings button (it is marked by a blue square) is used to store the current
window size and position. When the window is started again, the stored values are used.
This feature is user settable in the THESmain settings window.

2.6.5.2 Functions

•  New creates a new entry
•  Edit allows an entries parameters to be changed.
•  Delete deletes an entry.
•  Report creates either a printed report on the machines attached system printer or a tab-

delimited file for use with remote programs

User selectable options include

- Printing of a logo (defined in the settings window)
- Printing pagination
- Printing of Date
A description of the file format is in chapter 3.3.2.3

2.6.6 The Thesauri Window

This window is used for thesaurus management. Here one of the available thesauri may be
selected to work with, new thesauri may be created, backup and restore functions are
included, and all functions for thesaurus export and import is to be found here.

2.6.6.1 Available Thesauri
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The thesaurus window contains a list of all available thesauri. The thesaurus which is
currently selected is marked by an asterisk. If a thesaurus is in the thesaurus database, but
the thesaurus file can not be found, the entry is marked by a question mark. On delivery this
table contains only one empty thesaurus named ThesIni.

2.6.6.2 Selection of a Thesaurus

To select a thesaurus simply double click the desired entry in the table, or select an entry
and hit the Select button. When a new thesaurus is selected, the settings for selections and
sort order in the main windows are cleared.

2.6.6.3 Thesaurus management

This section involves actual three different kinds of operations on thesauri

•  Backup and Restore functions for the active thesaurus
•  Selection, Creation, Deletion and Duplication of thesauri

Thesaurus Create

Creates a empty thesaurus from a template. The template is in the THESmain working
directory and named „ThesTmpl.mdb“.

Thesaurus Duplicate

Duplicates a thesaurus by copiing the database file. It is not allowed to copy the active
thesaurus.

Thesaurus Delete

Removes obsolete thesaurus database files.

Backup and Restore

There are two reasons for making backups of the THESmain database.

First it might happen that due to hardware failures, power surges or even operating system
misfunctions the database files are lost. When a backup copy of the thesauri in use is
available, in case the original thesaurus is lost, the thesaurus can be restored from this copy.

The second reason is due to the nature of the used database engine. When working with a
thesaurus the data contained in the thesaurus are more and more fragmented. This
mechanism is very similar to the computers hard disk fragmentation. When producing a
backup, the original file is stored as backup and the new working file is created and
defragmented thus producing a smaller working thesaurus with faster data retrieval.

2.6.6.4 Thesaurus Export

In order to exchange thesauri, functions to export and to import thesauri are implemented.
As a data exchange format either a native ASCII-format or a SGML-format is read and
written. See chapter 3.1 for a detailed description of data exchange formats
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The export window shows two pages of settings. In the first one, an export filename must be
assigned. If a data selection is present in the descriptor window, the user may select to
export all data or just the data contained in the selection. Further on optional values for
creation date, creation user and creation note may be set. This data are written to the export
file, the original values are written also, so the receiving program may decide which data to
use.

A second page allows the selection of languages the exchange data should contain. This is
useful to send data to trnslators. Depressing Start performs the export. While the process is
in progress, a cancel button is shown to have the possibility to terminate the process.

2.6.6.5 Thesaurus Import

In order to exchange thesauri, functions to export and to import thesauri are implemented.
As a data exchange format either a native ASCII-format or a SGML-format is read and
written. See chapter 3.1 for a detailed description of data exchange formats

To import data first an empty thesaurus must be created. After selecting this thesaurus the
data may be imported.
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A filename determining the import file must be supplied. Depressing Start performs the
import. While the process is in progress, a cancel button is shown to have the possibility to
terminate the process.

See 1.8.3 and 3.1 for further information

2.6.6.6 Thesaurus Merge

THESmain provides a function to merge two thesauri into one. To perform this function a
source thesaurus must be selected. Ist data are added to the currently selected thesaurus. If
there are terms contained in both thesauri, an error occurs. Then the source (or target)
thesaurus must be edited until no further error is generated. While the process is in progress,
a cancel button is shown to have the possibility to terminate the process.

2.6.6.7 Thesaurus Check

After importing a thesaurus or if a thesaurus has been maintained over a long period of time
it might be wise to check the thesaurus for consitency. This is done using the check function.

The check is performed always on the selected thesaurus. All errors are written to the given
report file. The last occurred error is shown in the window. Depressing Start performs the
check. While the process is in progress, a cancel button is shown to have the possibility to
terminate the process.

Clear Historyfields

Each term within the database contains a field where on creation and on each modification
an entry is made by the system. The field is able to hold 32k-Bit of data. It is not very likely,
that this limit is reached ever (after about 1000 changes)
If the user wants to clear the entries in the history fields the checkbox Clear Historyfields
must be checked.
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2.6.6.8 Thesaurus Import from UBA

One of the first imports from external thesauri was from the „Umweltbundesamt“ in Berlin.
To import their thesaurus, a special function was included in THESmain. Not all delivered
copies will contain this functionality.

The UBA-thesaurus contains terms in two languages, so only entries for these two languages
must be assigned. The assignement must be done according to the settings in the languages
window. All other entries may be filled in as desired. The import must be done into an
empty thesaurus, so usually preceeding this operation a new thesaurus must be created.
Depressing Start imports the data and creates a thesaurus. While importing a cancel button
is shown. Clicking this button aborts the process.

2.6.7 The Groups Window

Each descriptor an unlimited number of groups may be asssigned. The content of groups is
kept in a table of its own. The process of assigning a group therefore is to select one of the
available groups in the termmanager. The group windows is used to maintain the content of
groups in THESmain.
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The groups may be entered in 30 languages. They are ordered in a 2-level hierachical
system.

2.6.7.1 General Settings

The Store WinSettings button (it is marked by a blue square) is used to store the current
window size and position. When the window is started again, the stored values are used.
This feature is user settable in the THESmain settings window. Clicking the table headers
will set the tables sort order to the identifier (Nr), alphabetically (Group), or user defined
(Abb.) The definition is made by simply dragging a selected group to the desired position.

2.6.7.2 Functions

•  Language entry. The selection sets the desired language.
•  New creates a new group. The system checks for uniqueness
•  Edit changes the text of an existing group. For the descriptors refer by pointer, all entries

already assigned to descriptors are changed.
•  Delete removes a group from the table. All existing entries assigned to descriptors are

removed also.
•  Report creates either a printed report on the machines attached system printer or a tab-

delimited file for use with remote programs

User selectable options include

- Printing of a logo (defined in the settings window)
- Printing pagination
- Printing of Date

A description of the file format is in chapter 3.3.2.1

2.6.8 The Themes Window

Each descriptor an unlimited number of themes may be asssigned. The content of themes is
kept in a table of its own. The process of assigning a themes therefore is to select one of the
available themes in the termmanager. The themes windows is used to maintain the content
of themes in THESmain. The themes may be translated into all languages available.
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2.6.8.1 General Settings

The Store WinSettings button (it is marked by a blue square) is used to store the current
window size and position. When the window is started again, the stored values are used.
This feature is user settable in the THESmain settings window. Clicking the table headers
will set the tables sort order to the identifier (Nr), alphabetically (Theme), or user defined
(Abb.) The definition is made by simply dragging a selected theme to the desired position.

2.6.8.2 Functions

•  Language entry. The selection sets the desired language.
•  New creates a new theme . The system checks for uniqueness
•  Edit changes the text of an existing theme. For the descriptors refer by pointer, all entries

already assigned to descriptors are changed.
•  Delete removes a theme from the table. All existing entries assigned to descriptors are

removed also.
•  Report creates either a printed report on the machines attached system printer or a tab-

delimited file for use with remote programs

User selectable options include

- Printing of a logo (defined in the settings window)
- Printing pagination
- Printing of Date
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A description of the file format is in chapter 3.3.2.2

2.6.9 Changing the password

Usually a new user account is created using the program THESadm. This program creates a
user with a default password. To change the passwort the Password button is selected. The
following window is displayed.

After the new password is typed in, the system requests a correct retyping of the entry. If the
retyping succeeds, the new password is stored.

Using passwords with THESmain

In a typical installation when the program is started THESmain requests a username and a
password. On systems running in a protected environment with one user only, for
convinience the users username and password may be stored in the THESmain -ini file. In
this case THESmain tries to log in with these values. If the password is changed and the
autostart feature is on, the values in THESmain.ini must be changed either.
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3 Technical reference
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3.1 Data Exchange

Thesaurus data within THESmain are not to be seen as islands of information with no
connection between each other. Thus an appropriate and reliable means for data exchange
must be provided. Part of this data exchange is the valididation of data to be exchanged and
the possibility to export data which are the difference of two particular thesauri.

3.1.1 Sources and targets for data exchange

The most common sources and targets for data exchange are installations of THESmain at
different locations. This might be distributed installations for a given thesaurus maintenance
secretariat or data exchange between different thesauri. Another source of data are the
thesaurus users. Usually they are encouraged to make proposals. These proposals might be
sent to a thesaurus maintenance secretariat by mail or by data carrier (e.g. the application
THESact). For this functionality the importroutine must allow to mark the imported data as
proposals. The thesaurus maintenance secretariat  then makes (or makes not) the proposals
to authorized thesaurus entries. Additional data may come of course from other sources
which are not in THESmain format. At this point, the export formats of such data is not
known and for automatized import of such data a specialized translation routine must be
provided on demand. An further aspect for data exchange is the need to translate thesaurus
data to other languages. As a carrier bewtween a thesaurus maintenance secretariat and a
translators office the application THEtra might be used. All data of a thesaurus or just a part
of it may be exported.

3.1.2 Functions for data exchange within THESmain

3.1.2.1 Export

All data of the active thesaurus or, if a selection is active, the descriptor selection with the
associated nondescriptors are exported either in the native format or in SGML.

3.1.2.2 Import

The data exchange file is read and all contained data are used to rebuild a new thesaurus.

3.1.2.3 Format for data exchange

The format for data exchange provides functionality to exchange data between data sources
and destinations. Two different formats are available.

•  Nativeformat
•  SGML-format

The rawformat contains the data with no record formating as simple ASCII-text. For
dataexchange between two installations of THESmain or to see through the data manually
this format is suitable. To exchange data with „foreign“ sources or destinations it might be
advisable to use the standardized SGML-format.
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3.1.2.4 The Native format

A data exchange file consists of sections with data of same kind. The sequence of sections is
fixed, but if a section contains no data it may be omitted. The sequence of data within a
section is random

3.1.2.4.1 Sections

The following sections are provided

Section Entry in file

l Header SECTION HEADER
ll Control SECTION CONTROL
lll Languages SECTION LANGUAGES
lV Tables SECTION TABLES
V Terms SECTION TERMS

Each section entry is delimited by a carriage / linefeed (Ascii 13 + Ascii 10) Section entries
are not case sensitive. A section ends with „SECTION END“.

The following pages contain a description of the entries of each section. Each entry is
delimited by a carriage /linefeed  (Ascii 13 + Ascii 10) except entries which can contain this
delimiters such as scopenotes. These entries contain a value for the length of their data.

3.1.2.4.1.1 Section HEADER

DATE <creationdate>

Creation date of the data exchange file in format YYYY.MM.TT

USER <user>

User of THESmain at time of creation

MODE [Differential|Regular]

The data exchange file contains all data or is the difference beween two thesauri

THES <Name of active Thesaurus>

Name of active thesaurus which is the source of  this data.

THESDATE <DATE>

File date of active thesaurus

REFTHES <Name of Reference Thesaurus>
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Name of used referencethesaurus

REFTHESDATE <DATE>

Creationdate of referencethesaurus

3.1.2.4.1.2 Section CONTROL

CNOTE <Descriptor>

If available, the fields for creation note will be set to given value

CUSER <Descriptor>

If available, the fields for creation user will be set to given value.

CDATE <DATE>

If available, the fields for creation date will be set to given value.
Format: YYYY.MM.DD

CNTEM <R|L|T>

Determines if the value for the creation note replaces the previous value (R), is placed in
front (L), or is placed after the previous value (T).

MNOTE <Descriptor>

If available, the fields for modification note will be set to given value. In differential mode
only.

MUSER <Descriptor>

If available, the fields for modification user will be set to given value. In differential mode
only.

MDATE <DATE>

If available, the fields for modification date will be set to given value. In differential mode
only.

MNTEM <R|L|T>

Determines if the value for the modification note replaces the previous value (R), is placed
in front (L), or is placed after the previous value (T).
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3.1.2.4.1.3 Section LANGUAGES

<Languageindex in Sourcethesaurus>/t<Language>/t<Charset>/t
/t<font>/t<Order>/t<Abbreviation>/t<Use>/t<Translator>
•  
•  
•  

Multiple entry. The index of the language in the source thesaurus, the name of it, the
translators name and the laguages abbreviation is given. Placed in front of each line is the
running index of the language. This number is used  as languageindex for referencing in
other sections. Each line closes with an entry if the given language should be used.

3.1.2.4.1.4 Section TABLES

List of all connections to external DDE-sources and targets

CONN <ConIDNr>/t<Mode>/t<Timeout>
NAME <Length> <Descriptor>
PROGRAM <Length> <ProgramName>
HEADER <Length> <ProgramTitle>
START  <Length> <Startmacro>
TOPIC  <Length> <DDETopic>
ITEM  <Length> <DDEItem>
PRE <Length> <PREString>
POST <Length> <POSTString>
URL <Length> <URLString>

CONN END
•  
•  
•  

Multiple entry. Contains data necessary to establich a connection to an external table or
thesaurus by DDE.

AGRP <GroupID>/t<Status>/t<Sort>>/t<SGPtr>>/t<Abbrev>
GRP<1> <Length> <Text>
...
GRP<30> <Length> <Text>
AGRP END

•  
•  
•  

Adds a group to the table of groups.
Multiple entry

ATHM <ThemeID>/t<Sort>/t<Abbrev>
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THM<1> <Length> <Text>
...
THM<30> <Length> <Text>
ATHM END

•  
•  
•  

Adds a theme to the table of themes.
Multiple entry

3.1.2.4.1.5 Section TERMS

For each term an entry is created. For referencing in any case the term is given. (In case of
descriptors in every language available). If it is not absolutely for sure, that the database
identifier has not changed, when importing the seek for a given term should be performed by
comparision of terms and not by referencing by database identifier. The reference data are
contained within a reference block.
An entry for a term consists always at least of a data block. A request to alter a term consists
of a reference block and a data block.

3.1.2.4.1.5.1 Referenceblock

Descriptors:

DESC<Languageindex> <text>
•  
•  
•  

Term in each language. Languages containing no data are not given (not trivial!)

Nondescriptors:

NDSC<Languageindex> <text>
•  
•  
•  

Term in each language. Languages containing no data are not given (not trivial!)

3.1.2.4.1.5.2 Datablock

Each datablock consists the following entries

HIST <text>

History data

STAT <text>
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Status of actual entry, e.g. unused, topterm usw.

SRCE <text>

Data determining the source of the actual entry

PRNT <1|0>

Printflag of actual entry

GUID <1|0>

Guidetermflag of actual entry

TYPE <text>

Additional statements for actual entry e.g. Free Term, Non UK-English, Alternate Forms,
Acronym

DESC<Languageindex> <text> Term
SORT<Languageindex> <text> Additional statements for sorting terms 

SNTE<Languageindex> <Length> <text> Entry for scopenote
DEFN<Languageindex> <Length> <text> Entry for definition
GNTV<Languageindex> <Length> <text> Entry for Genitiv
PLRL<Languageindex> <Length> <text> Entry for Plural
AFRM<Languageindex> <Length> <text> Entry for Alternate Form
AUX<Languageindex> <Length> <text> Entry for Auxiliary
IDXR<Languageindex> <Length> <text> Entry for indexing
RLTN<Languageindex> <Length> <text> Relation data

The 6 last entries are different for each language.

NDSC <text> Term entry for nondescriptors

SNTE <Length> <text> Scopenote entry for nondescriptors

DEFN <Length> <text> Definition  entry for nondescriptors

GNTV <Length> <text> Entry for Genitiv

PLRL <Length> <text> Entry for Plural

AFRM <Length> <text> Entry for Alternate Form

AUX <Length> <text> Entry for Auxiliary
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IDXR <Length> <text> Indexing entry for nondescriptors

RLTN <Length> <text> Relation data entry for nondescriptors

All statements for tables are add only. When importing the table entries already present must
be removed previously

ATHID <thesaurus> <IDNr>
•  
•  
•  

Adds table entry for external thesaurus. Multiple entry.

ACOIN <text>
•  
•  
•  

Adds entry for referencing original documents in the tesaurus.  Multiple entry.

ACONN <ConIDNr>/t<value>/t<date>/t<user>
•  
•  
•  

Adds entry for connection to external tables by DDE. ConIDNr must correspond to an entry
in Section CONTROL.  Multiple entry.

AGRP <GroupID>
•  
•  
•  

Adds a group to term. GroupID must correspond to an entry in Section CONTROL.
Multiple entry.

ATHM <ThemeD>
•  
•  
•  

Adds a Theme to term. ThemeID must correspond to an entry in Section CONTROL.
Multiple entry.

3.1.2.4.1.5.3 Delete Term
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DDESC <databaseid>
<referenceblock>
TERM END
•  
•  
•  

for descriptors,

DNDESC<Languageindex> <databaseid>
<referenceblock>
TERM END
•  
•  
•  

for nondescriptors.

Multiple entry to delete terms. For the database identifer possibly points to an other term in
the target thesaurus, all statements for the term to delete must be present. The routine which
deletes the term in the target thesaurus must use a comparision of data to seek the desired
term.

3.1.2.4.1.5.4 Add Term

ADESC <databaseid>
<datablock>
TERM END
•  
•  
•  

for descriptors,

ANDESC<Languageindex> <databaseid>
<referenceblock>
TERM END
•  
•  
•  

for nondescriptors.

Multiple entry to add terms.
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3.1.2.4.1.5.5 Edit Term

For a term edit first a reference block is issued. the reference block is followed by a data
block.

RDESC  <databaseid>
<referenceblock>
TERM END

EDESC <databaseid>
<datablock>
TERM END
•  
•  
•  

for descriptors,

RNDESC<Languageindex> <databaseid>
<referenceblock>
TERM END

ENDESC <databaseid>
<datablock>
TERM END
•  
•  
•  

for nondescriptors.

Multiple entry to add terms. Missing statements in the datablock remain unchanged within
the target term. If just the designator is given, the statement is removed.

3.1.2.4.1.5.6 Sequence of commands in section terms

First all entries for descriptors are issued, next all entries for nondescriptors entries for one
language together. As language designator the running number form section 3 is used. In this
way implicit groups for descriptors and nondescriptors in each language are created. Within
such a group first the terms to delete-, then the terms to edit-, then the terms to add are
issued.
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3.1.2.5 SGML Format

The SGML format is defined by a document type definition.

<!--Document Type Definition for THESmain thesauri -->
˝
<!--V1.03 1998.06.09 TBHS                          -->
˝
<!--V1.04 1998.07.10 FZI Extensions for Supergroups-->
˝
<!--V1.05 1998.08.25 TBHS Minor modifications      -->
<!--V1.06 1998.09.15 TBHS Guideterm flag added      -->

<!DOCTYPE Thesauri [

<!-- Thesaurus Definition -->
<!ELEMENT Thesauri            - - (Thesaurus)+>
<!ELEMENT Thesaurus           - - (Languages, Supergroups?, Groups?, Themes?,

     Externals?, Descriptors?, Synonyms*
                                  )>
<!ATTLIST Thesaurus                ID    NUMBER #REQUIRED

      Name        CDATA #REQUIRED
                                   Description CDATA Null
                                   Date        CDATA #REQUIRED
                                   URL         CDATA Null
                                   CNote     CDATA Null
                                   CUser     CDATA Null
                                   CDate     CDATA Null
                                  >

<!-- Tables Languages, Groups, Themes, Externals -->
<!ELEMENT Languages           - - (History, Language*)>
<!ELEMENT Language            - - (Name, Charset?, Font?, Order?, Code, Translator?)>
<!ATTLIST Language                ID NUMBER #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT Name                - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Charset             - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Font                - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Order               - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Code                - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Translator          - - CDATA>

<!ELEMENT Supergroups         - - (History, Supergroup*)>
<!ELEMENT Supergroup          - - (Abbrev?, Sort?, LangEntry*)>
<!ATTLIST Supergroup               ID NUMBER #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT Groups              - - (History, Group*)>
<!ELEMENT Group               - - (Abbrev?, Sort?, SupergroupPtr*, LangEntry*)>
<!ATTLIST Group                    ID NUMBER #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT Themes              - - (History, Theme*)>
<!ELEMENT Theme               - - (Abbrev?, Sort?, LangEntry*)>
<!ATTLIST Theme                    ID NUMBER #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT Abbrev              - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT SupergroupPtr       - - (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Designator          - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT LangEntry           - - (Designator)>
<!ATTLIST LangEntry                LangID NUMBER #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT Externals           - - (History, External*)>
<!ELEMENT External            - - (URL?, Name, Program?, Header?, Topic?,
                                   Item?, Mode?, Timeout?,
                                   Start?, Pre?, Post?
                                  )>
<!ATTLIST External                ID NUMBER #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT URL                 - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Program             - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Header              - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Topic               - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Item                - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Mode                - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Timeout             - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Start               - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Pre                 - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Post                - - CDATA>
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<!-- Descriptor declarations -->
<!ELEMENT Descriptors         - - (Descriptor)*>
<!ELEMENT Descriptor          - - (History,

Notation*, Source?, Status?, Type?, Printflag?,
Guideflag?,

                                   GroupPtr*, ThemePtr*, Coincidence*,
                                   ExternalRef*, ThesRef*,
                                   NTPtr*, RTPtr*,
                                   LangData*
                                  )>
<!ATTLIST Descriptor               TermID NUMBER #REQUIRED>

<!-- Synonym declarations -->
<!ELEMENT Synonyms            - - (Synonym)*>
<!ATTLIST Synonyms                 LangID NUMBER #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT Synonym             - - (History,
                                   Source?, Status?, Type?, Printflag?,
                                   ThesRef*, UsePtr*,
                                   Term, Sort?, Genitiv?, Plural?, Aform?, Aux?,
                                   Scopenote?, Definition?, Indexer?
                                  )>
<!ATTLIST Synonym                  TermID NUMBER #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT History             - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Notation            - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Source              - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Status              - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Type                - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Printflag           - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Guideflag           - - CDATA>

<!-- Language Entries to Descriptors  -->
<!ELEMENT LangData            - - (Term, Sort?, Genitiv?, Plural?, Aform?,
                                   Aux?, Scopenote?, Definition?, Indexer?
                                  )>
<!ATTLIST LangData                 LangID NUMBER #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT Term                - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Genitiv             - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Plural              - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT AForm               - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Aux                 - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Sort                - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Scopenote           - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Definition          - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Indexer             - - CDATA>

<!-- Attached multiple data  -->
<!ELEMENT GroupPtr            - - (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT ThemePtr            - - (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Coincidence         - - (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT ExternalRef         - - (#PCDATA, Value?)>
<!ELEMENT ThesRef             - - (RefThesPtr)>
<!ATTLIST Thesref                 Name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT RefThesPtr          - - CDATA>
<!ELEMENT Value               - - CDATA>

<!-- Hierarchy data  -->
<!ELEMENT NTPtr               - - (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT RTPtr               - - (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT UsePtr              - - (#PCDATA)>

<!ENTITY lt        "&#062;">
<!ENTITY gt        "&#060;">
<!ENTITY amp       "&#038;">
<!ENTITY quot      "&#034;">
<!ENTITY AElig     "&#198;">
<!ENTITY Aacute    "&#193;">
<!ENTITY Acirc     "&#194;">
<!ENTITY Agrave    "&#192;">
<!ENTITY Aring     "&#197;">
<!ENTITY Atilde    "&#195;">
<!ENTITY Auml      "&#196;">
<!ENTITY Ccedil    "&#199;">
<!ENTITY EAcute    "&#201;">
<!ENTITY Ecirc     "&#202;">
<!ENTITY Egrave    "&#200;">
<!ENTITY Euml      "&#203;">
<!ENTITY Iacute    "&#205;">
<!ENTITY Icirc     "&#206;">
<!ENTITY Igrave    "&#204;">
<!ENTITY Iuml      "&#207;">
<!ENTITY Ntilde    "&#209;">
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<!ENTITY Oacute    "&#211;">
<!ENTITY Ocirc     "&#212;">
<!ENTITY Ograve    "&#210;">
<!ENTITY Oslash    "&#216;">
<!ENTITY Otilde    "&#213;">
<!ENTITY Ouml      "&#214;">
<!ENTITY THORN     "&#222;">
<!ENTITY Uacute    "&#218;">
<!ENTITY Ucirc     "&#219;">
<!ENTITY Ugrave    "&#217;">
<!ENTITY Uuml      "&#220;">
<!ENTITY Yacute    "&#221;">
<!ENTITY aacute    "&#225;">
<!ENTITY acirc     "&#226;">
<!ENTITY aelig     "&#230;">
<!ENTITY agrave    "&#224;">
<!ENTITY aring     "&#229;">
<!ENTITY atilde    "&#227;">
<!ENTITY auml      "&#228;">
<!ENTITY ccedil    "&#231;">
<!ENTITY eacute    "&#233;">
<!ENTITY ecirc     "&#234;">
<!ENTITY egrave    "&#232;">
<!ENTITY eth       "&#240;">
<!ENTITY euml      "&#235;">
<!ENTITY iacute    "&#237;">
<!ENTITY icirc     "&#238;">
<!ENTITY igrave    "&#236;">
<!ENTITY iuml      "&#239;">
<!ENTITY ntilde    "&#241;">
<!ENTITY oacute    "&#243;">
<!ENTITY ocirc     "&#244;">
<!ENTITY ograve    "&#242;">
<!ENTITY oslash    "&#248;">
<!ENTITY otilde    "&#245;">
<!ENTITY ouml      "&#246;">
<!ENTITY szlig     "&#223;">
<!ENTITY thorn     "&#254;">
<!ENTITY uacute    "&#250;">
<!ENTITY ucirc     "&#251;">
<!ENTITY ugrave    "&#249;">
<!ENTITY uuml      "&#252;">
<!ENTITY yacute    "&#253;">
<!ENTITY yuml      "&#255;">
] >

3.2 DDE Properties

Under the operating systems THESmain is able to run, more then one application may be
launched at the same time. It is possible for applications running simultaneously to exchange
data between each other and to control each other. This functionality is known as Dynamic
data exchange or DDE. A thesaurus might have tables with additional data like geografic
terms, microsthesauri or similar attached tables. This data are usually contained in their own
applications or are in standard formats and applications like Microsoft® Excel. THESmain is
able to control other applications, of course other instances of THESmain, by DDE. The
DDE connection always consists of two parts. First it must be known how to lauch an
application by DDE and how to establish a connection. The second task is to send term
specific strings in order to position within the targtes data content. Further many
applications are able to perform stored functions in the way of macros or similar. To
establish a DDE connection to a target program ists DDE specifications must be known.
Usually they can be found in the applications manuals or in its helpfile.

DDE properties necessary:

•  The application name including its path
•  The applications caption when launched
•  DDE-topic
•  DDE-Item
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•  DDE-Mode (link poke or link execute)
•  DDE-timeout
•  DDE-Start (what to do after the DDE-connection is established
•  The string necessary to navigate in the desired data contents

The string to navigate in the contents very often consists of a fixed and a variable part. In
Winword for example to search the string „Test“ in a document the following string must be
issued by DDE:

[BearbeitenSuchen .Suchen = "Test", .Richtung = 0, .GroßKleinschreibung = 0,
.GanzesWort = 0, .Mustervergleich = 0, .Reserviert23 = 0, .Format = 0, .Textfluß = 1]

For all searches the non bold part stays the same, only the bold part varies with terms. The
fixed part which leads the variable part ist stored under „Pre“, the trailing part is stored
under „Post“ within THESmain.

In THESmain all fixed entries are stored under Tools / Connections. In the Navigation
window the variable part of the DDE-string may be added individually for each descriptor.

3.2.1 DDE Connections to THESmain

In the same way THESmain is able to control remote applications via DDE, THESmain may
act as server for remote applications. How to establish a DDE-Connection in general in a
particular application is usually found in its documentation or help files. In every case the
user must supply the THESmain exe path e.g. c:\thesmain\thesmain.exe, the program title, it
is THESmain and a topic. The topic again is THESmain. For positioning to a specific Term
within THESmain a user must supply a destination string and a database identifier. Possible
destination strings are:

- Descriptor
- Nondescriptor
- Grafic
- Navigation

As database identifier any existing database id in the active thesaurus may be used.

Example:

To call THESmains descriptor window and to position to descriptor 200 in Microsoft®

Access the following macro must be executed:

DDEChannel = DDEInitiate("THESmain", "THESmain")
DDEExecute DDEChannel, "Descriptor 200"

3.2.2 DDE properties for some standard applications

3.2.2.1 Microsoft® Winword:

Application Name: C:\MSOFFICE\WINWORD\WINWORD.EXE
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Program Title: Microsoft Word
Start: [ExtrasMakro .Name = "THESmain", .Ausführen, .Anzeigen = 0, 

.Beschreibung = "", .NeuerName = ""]
Topic: Winword|System
Item: SysItems
Pre: [BearbeitenSuchen .Suchen = "
Post: ", .Richtung = 0, .GroßKleinschreibung = 0, .GanzesWort = 0, 

.Mustervergleich = 0, .Reserviert23 = 0, .Format = 0, .Textfluß = 1]
Mode: Exec

3.2.2.2 Microsoft® Excel:

Application Name: C:\MSOFFICE\EXCEL\EXCEL.EXE 
c:\testsheetpath\testsheet.xls

Program Title: Microsoft Excel
Start:
Topic: Excel|c:\us\projekte\bmu\thesmain\ddetest.xls
Item: R1C1
Pre: [FORMEL.SUCHEN("
Post: ";1;2;1;1;FALSCH)]
Mode: Exec

3.2.2.3 Microsoft® Access:

Application Name: C:\BIN\MSOFFICE\ACCESS\MSACCESS.EXE 
c:\test\test.mdb /user admin /pwd admin

Program Title: Microsoft Access
Start: [LoadDesc]
Topic: MSACCESS|SYSTEM
Item: R1C1
Pre: [FindRecord "
Post: "]
Mode: Exec

3.2.2.4 THESmain:

Application Name: C:\THESmain\THESmain
Program Title: THESmain
Start:
Topic: THESmain
Item:
Pre:
Post:
Mode: Exec

As connect string in the navigation window any existing database id may be used. To
distinguish the window to display data in the target instance of THESmain one of four
leading strings must be used:
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- Descriptor
- Nondescriptor
- Grafic
- Navigation

for example Navigation 1234 would positionate to descriptor 1234 in the navigation window

3.3 File Services

The application provides functions to export any thesaurus data as simple ASCII-file in a
format which almost every other application is able to import. To use this way of data
exchange there exist mainly to reasons:

•  In THESmain every data content ist possible to be printed. When creating printed
outputs, the user is able to vary the formatting of the output and to select different parts
of the data. But one might wish to format data in a way which is not build in the
application.

•  A user might wish to perform data processing on the thesaurus data which is not possible
with the functions provided by THESmain. Possible reasons for external data processing
could be statistic analysis on thesaurus data, comparision against other (external) data
and so on.

3.3.1 General data format

All file output is generated in tabular format where each record is delimited by a carriage /
linefeed characters (ASCII 13 /ASCII 10). The individual fields of one record are delimited
by tab characters. (ASCII 9) Tab characters are removed from the textual entries to ensure
the integrity of the formatting. When producing file output, the user is requested to supply a
file name, whereas the default extension of the file always is „std“. To import this file with a
standard application like Microsoft® Word or Microsoft® Excel the user has to apply the
methods of the particular application to use. To accomplish data processing with the
standard Microsoft® applications first an appropriate interface has to be defined. This
procedure has to be done just once and may be stored for later use, in Winword for example
as .dot file. Subsequent calls of such a stored procedure will load and format data
automatically. Further processing of data is possible in writing macros or VBA-modules.

3.3.2 Formats of individual THESmain data files

3.3.2.1 Groups

Typical filename: Groups.std
Record organisation:

<index> database identifier
<status> currently empty or „Supergroup“
<abbrev> abbreviation
<SGPtr> Group pointer to Supergroup
<group1> text in language 1
•  
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•  
<group30> text in language 30

3.3.2.2 Themes

Typical filename: Themes.std
Record organisation:

<index> database identifier
<abbrev> abbreviation
<theme1> text in language 1
•  
•  
<theme30> text in language 30

3.3.2.3 Connections

Typical filename: Connect.std
Record organisation:

<index> database identifier
<name> name of connection
<program name> name of application including path
<title of program> program caption
<DDE-topic> dde data according to requirements of target program
<DDE-item> dde data according to requirements of target program
<link poke|link execute> dde-mode according to target program
<DDE-timeout> timeout for dde connection
<startmacro> name of macro called after successful dde connection
<pre-string> the dde-string supplied to the target program usually consists
<post-string> of a fixed part, which is the same for all requests and a variable

part. The format of the string is:
<pre-string><variable part supplied by the actual record><post 
string>

<URL> Url of program

3.3.2.4 Languages

Typical filename: Language.std
Record organisation:

<index> database identifier
<order> order of appearance within THESmain
<name> language name
<font> font name
<translator> name of translator
<abbreviation> abbreviation for printing
<charset> characterset assignment
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3.3.2.5 Nondescriptors

Typical filename: Nondesc.std
Record organisation:

First entry of record:

<N|TR|R> recordtype: N: Nondescriptor data
TR: Thesaurus reference (optional)
R: Relation data (optional)

Nondescriptor data contain different record types. The first field of each record determines
which kind of record it is. Each N-type of record (which contains all static data of the
nondescriptor) may be followed by an unlimited number of TR-type or R-type of records. To
supply data with equal record lenght, records with less fields are padded with tab-characters.
The data are sorted due to the sort order of the nondescriptor table at time of creation. The
data selection is due to the data selection of the nondescriptor table at time of creation.

3.3.2.5.1 N-type record: Nondescriptor data

<N>
<nr> database identifier
<term> nondescriptor
<genitiv> genitiv
<plural> plural
<alternate> alternate form
<auxiliary> auxiliary
<sort> sort string for nondescriptor
<scopenote> scopenote
<definition> definition
<indexer> indexer
<status> status (Unused, Single, Multiple)
<type>
<source>
<History>

3.3.2.5.2 TR-type of record: thesaurus refernce data for nondescriptor

<TR>
<thesaurus name> name of target thesaurus
<thesaurus pointer> pointer into this thesaurus

3.3.2.5.3 R-type of record: relational data for nondescriptor

<R>
<target database id> contains the database identifier of the target descriptor
<USE> relation
<data> target term
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3.3.2.6 Descriptors

Typical filename: desc.std
Record organisation:

Descriptor data contain different record types. The first field of each record determines
which kind of record it is. Each D-type of record (which contains all static data of the
nondescriptor) may be followed by an unlimited number of other-type records. To supply
data with equal record lenght, records with less fields are padded with tab-characters.

3.3.2.6.1 Tabular organisation

The data are sorted due to the sort order of the nondescriptor table at time of creation.
The data selection is due to the data selection of the nondescriptor table at time of creation.

First entry of record:

<D|TSi|TG|TT|TC|TR|TO|Ri> recordtype: D: Descriptor data
Tsi: Topterms (i is language index)
TG: Table Groups
TT: Table Themes
TC: Table Coincidences
TR: Table Thesaurus References
TO: Table Connections
Ri: Table References  (i is language

index)

3.3.2.6.1.1 D-type record: Descriptor data

<History>
<source>
<status>
<type

The next terms appear for each of the 30 allowed languages

<term>
<genitiv>
<plural>
<alternate>
<auxiliary>
<sort>
<scopenote
<definition>
<indexer>

3.3.2.6.1.2 TS-type record: Topterms for descriptor
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<Ptr> database identifier for target
<data> term data of target

3.3.2.6.1.3 TG-type of record: Groups for descriptor

<TG>
<status> group status (currently empty or Supergroup)
<group> group text

3.3.2.6.1.4 TT-type of record: Themes for descriptor

<TT>
<theme> theme text

3.3.2.6.1.5 TC-type of record: Coincidences for descriptor

<TC>
<coincidence> coincidence text

3.3.2.6.1.6 TR-type of record: Thesaurus references for descriptor

<TR>
<thesaurus name> name of target thesaurus
<thesaurus pointer> pointer into this thesaurus

3.3.2.6.1.7 TO-type of record: Connection data for descriptor

<TO>
<cptr> pointer to connection in connection table
<data> DDE-data

3.3.2.6.1.8 R-type of record: Relations for descriptor

These entries occur multiple grouped per language

<R>
<target database id> contains the database identifier of the target descriptor
<BT|NT|RT|UF|UC> relation
<data> target term

3.3.2.6.2 Hierarchical organisation

Hierarchical organisation may be selected due to:
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Topterms
Supergroups
Groups
Themes

First entry of record:

<H|<number>> recordtype: H: Hierarchical entry
<number>: Hierarchical level

The H-entry denote a hierarchical top-level entry. The term is given in the language selected
at time of creation. An H-type record is followed by all descriptor records which are in this
hierarchy. The hierarchy data employ the same record format as the tabular D-type records,
except that the preceeding „D“ is replaced by a number denoting the hierarchy level.
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3.4 Logging

Whenever THESmain is started, all user activities are written to a logfile including the name
of the current user and the computers date and time. So all changes to a particular thesaurus
as well as handling of thesaurii are reflected by the logging data. The file, all data is written
at, is selected within the settings window „Logfilename“. When the actual logfile has
reached the size given in the settings window „Size of Logfile“, the actual logfile is stored
under the name given in the settings window „Backup Filename“,   and the actual logfile is
cleared.

3.4.1 Logfile Entries

3.4.1.1 Application

Start Thesmain

----
Fileopen at <Date / Time>

Exit Thesmain

Fileclose at <Date /Time>

Change Password

Change Password
{
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

3.4.1.2 Tables

Add Group

Add Group
{
<GroupNr>
<Sort>
<Abbrev>
<Lang> <Text>
.
.
.
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Add Supergroup

Add Supergroup
{
<GroupNr>
<Sort>
<Abbrev>
<Lang> <Text>
.
.
.
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success
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Edit Supergroup

Edit Group
{"
<GroupID>
<Abbrev>
<Lang> <Previous Group>
.
.
.
<Sort>
<Abbrev>
<Lang> <New Group>
.
.
.

<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Edit Group

Edit Group
{"
<GroupID>
<Abbrev>
<Lang> <Previous Group>
.
.
.
<Sort>
<Abbrev>
<Lang> <New Group>
.
.
.

<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Delete Group

Remove Groups
{
<GroupNr>
<Sort>
<Abbrev>
<Group1>
.
.
<Group30>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Add Theme

Add Themes
{
<ThemeNr>
<Sort>
<Abbrev>
<Lang> <Text>
.
.
.
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success
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Edit Theme

Edit Themes
{
<ThemeNr>
<Abbrev>
<Lang> <Previous Theme>
.
.
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Delete Theme

Remove Themes
{
<ThemeNr>
<Sort>
<Abbrev>
<Theme1>
.
.
<Theme30>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Add Connection

Add Connection
{
<ConnectionNr>
<Name>
<Programname>
<URL>
<Headername>
<Start>
<Topic>
<Name>
<Item>
<Pre>
<Post>
<TimeOut>
<Mode>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success
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Delete Connection

Remove Connection
{
<ConnectionNr>
<Name>
<URL>
<Programname>
<Headername>
<Start>
<Topic>
<Name>
<Item>
<Pre>
<Post>
<Mode>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Edit Connection

Edit Connection
{
<Previous ConnectionNr>
<Previous Name>
<Previous Programname>
<URL>
<Previous Headername>
<Previous Start>
<Previous Topic>
<Previous Name>
<Previous Item>
<Previous Pre>
<Previous Post>
<Previous TimeOut>
<Previous Mode>
<Previous Username> <Date/Time>
}
{
<ConnectionNr>
<Name>
<Programname>
<URL>
<Headername>
<Start>
<Topic>
<Name>
<Item>
<Pre>
<Post>
<TimeOut>
<Mode>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

3.4.1.3 Thesauri

Select Thesaurus

Select Thesaurus
{
<Name>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

New Thesaurus

New Thesaurus
{
<Name>
<Description>
<URL>
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<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Duplicate Thesaurus

Duplicate Thesaurus
{
<Source Thesaurus>
<Name>
<Description>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Remove Thesaurus

Remove Thesaurus
{
<Name>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Backup Thesaurus

Maintain Thesaurus
{
<Thesaurusname
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Restore Thesaurus

Restore Thesaurus
{
<Name>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Check Thesaurus

Check Thesaurus
{
<ActiveThesaurus>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Export Thesaurus native

Export Thesaurus absolute
{
<ActiveThesaurus>
<filename>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Export Thesaurus SGML

Export Thesaurus differential
{
<ActiveThesaurus>
<filename>
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<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Import Thesaurus native

Import Thesaurus absolute
{
<ActiveThesaurus>
<filename>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Import Thesaurus SGML

Import Thesaurus differential
{
<ActiveThesaurus>
<filename>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Import Thesaurus Terms only

Import Thesaurus Terms only
{
<ActiveThesaurus>
<filename>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Import Thesaurus from UBA-Berlin

Import Thesaurus from UBA-Berlin
{
<ActiveThesaurus>
<filename>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Merge Thesaurus

Merge Thesaurus
{
<ActiveThesaurus>
<Thesaurus to Merge>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

3.4.1.4 Languages

Edit Language

Edit Language
{
<Previous Language Nr>
<Previous Language>
<Previous Order>
<Previous Font>
<Previous Charset>
<Previous Translator>
<Previous Abbreviation>
<Previous Name>
<Previous Username> <Date/Time>
}
{
<Language Nr>
<Language>
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<Order>
<Font>
<Charset>
<Translator>
<Abbreviation>
<Name>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Copy Language

Copy Language
{
<Source Language Nr>
<Target Language Nr>
<Language>
<Order>
<Font>
<Charset>
<Translator>
<Abbreviation>
<Name>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Delete Language

Remove Language
{
<Language Nr>
<Language>
<Order>
<Font>
<Charset>
<Translator>
<Abbreviation>
<Name>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

3.4.1.5 Relations

Add Relation

Add Rel <rel> <LanguagePtr> <Language>
{
<SourcePtr>
<TargetPtr>
<Note>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Delete Relation

Remove Rel <rel>
{
<SourcePtr> <TargetPtr>
<Source Status> <Target Status>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Bulk Delete Relation
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Bulk Remove Rel
{
Multiple Entries Delete Relation
Multiple Entries Delete Connection
}
Success

Add Connection to Descriptor

Add CONN
{
<DescPtr>
<Connection Ptr>
<Connection Name>
<Value>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

Delete Connection From Descriptor

Remove CONN
<DescPtr>
<ConnNr>
<Value>
<Username> <Date/Time>
}
Success

3.4.1.6 Terms

Edit Descriptor / NonDescriptor

Edit Descriptor|Nondescriptor
Lang <LanguagePtr> <Language>
{
INDEX <DescPtr<NonDescPtr>
TCSTS
TCSRC
TYPE
TERM
SORT
DEFIN
IDXR
}
{
TMUSR <Username>
TMDAT <Date/Time>
SOURCE
TYPE
PRINT
GUID
TERM
GNTV
PLRL
AFRM
AUX
SORT
SCOPE
DEFN
IDXR
}
Term Update Success

Bulk Edit Descriptor / NonDescriptor

Bulk Edit Descriptor
{
Multiple Entries Edit Descriptor
}

Add Descriptor, Add Nondescriptor
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Add Nondescriptor|Nondescriptor
Lang <LanguagePtr> <Language>
{
STAT  Unused
TCUSR <Username>
TCDAT <Date/Time>
SOURCE
TYPE
PRINT
GUID
TERM
GNTV
PLRL
AFRM
AUX
SORT
SCOPE
DEFN
IDXR
}
Term Update Success

Delete Descriptor

Remove Descriptor
Lang <LanguagePtr> <Language>
TCSTS
TCSRC
TYPE
TERM
GNTV
PLRL
AFRM
AUX
SORT
DEFIN
IDXR
Bulk Remove Rel
{
Multiple Entries Delete Coincidence
Multiple Entries Delete Thesaurus Reference
Multiple Entries Delete  Group
Multiple Entries Delete Theme
Multiple Entries Delete Connection
Multiple Entries Delete Relation
Multiple Entries Delete Connection
}
}
}

Bulk Delete Term

Bulk Remove Descriptor {
Multiple Entries Delete Descriptor
}

Add Theme to Descriptor

Add THEME
{
<DescPtr>
<ThemePtr>
<Abbrev>
<Username> <Date Time>
}
Table Add Success

Add Group to Descriptor

Add GROUP
{
<DescPtr>
<GroupPtr>
<Abbrev>
<Username> <Date Time>
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}
Table Add Success

Add Coincidence to Descriptor

Add COINC
{
<DescPtr>
<Text>
<Username> <Date Time>
}
Table Add Success

Add Thesaurus Reference to Descriptor

Add THREF
{
<DescPtr>
<Thesaurus>
<Data>
<Username> <Date Time>
}
Table Add Success

Delete Coincidence from Descriptor

Remove Table COINC
{
<DescPtr>
<Data>
<Username> <Date Time>
}
Table Remove Success

Delete Theme from Descriptor

Remove Table THEME
{
<DescPtr>
<ThemePtr>
<Data>
<Username> <Date Time>
}
Table Remove Success

Delete Group from Descriptor

Remove Table GROUP
{
<DescPtr>
<GroupPtr>
<Data>
<Username> <Date Time>
}
Table Remove Success

Delete Thesaurus Reference from Descriptor

Remove Table THREF
{
<DescPtr>
<Thesaurus>
<Data>
<Username> <Date Time>
}
Table Remove Success

Bulk Add Themes
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Bulk Add Themes
{
Multiple Entries Add Themes
}

Bulk Add Groups

Bulk Add Groups
{
Multiple Entries Add Groups
}

Bulk Delete Themes

Bulk Delete Themes
{
Multiple Entries Delete Themes
}

Bulk Delete Groups

Bulk Delete Groups
{
Multiple Entries Delete Groups
}
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3.5 System requirements

Hardware requirements

Minimum:

IBM-compatible computer
8MB RAM
5MB Diskspace (without data)

Recomended:

P133+
24MB RAM
5MB Diskspace (without data)

Data dependant disk space:

The empty database occupies about 1.2 MB
A thesaurus with 10000 descriptors and 20000 nondescriptors in 2 languages
occupies about 25MB

System requirements

The application runs under

•  Windows for Workgroups V3.1, V3.11
•  Windows 95
•  Windows NT
•  OS/2
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3.6 The INI-File

Many Settings of THESmain are stored in the initialisation file THESmain.ini. This file is,
like most other applications -ini files located in the working directory of windows. The
entries into THESmain.ini are maintained by the THESmain or THESadm and at setup by
the setup program. So there is usually no need to edit this file manually. Nevertheless is
here, for debugging reasons, an explanation of THESmain.ini. All file entries are in courier
font, the explanations in times.

[THESmain]

working directory for thesauri

ThesDirectory=C:\thesmain

active (selected) thesaurus

ActiveThesaurus=UBA-WRK.mdb

THESmain main database location

DBName=C:\thesmain\thesmain.mdb

username and password. If these entries are filled in not login window is presented.
Instead THESmain tries to login with the given strings. This method is appropriate for single
user pc’s with access by the owner only. On more or less officially workstations these strings should
be left empty. Then THESmain prompts for username and password.

Username=tbhs
Kennwort=tbhs

When entering new terms 3 levels of checking are available
0: check against exact duplicates
1: check against new term is part of term already present
2 check against new term is part and differs in 1 character

CheckNewTerm=0

[Options]

location of system database

SystemDB=C:\thesmain\system.mda

[Environment]

Sets one out of 10 Markertables for the individual instance of Thesmain

MarkerIndex=1

when switching from one working window to another the selected window is simply put in front
of the other windows, if this setting is 0. If setting is 1 then the window left is iconized.

IconizeForms=0

Many windows within THESmain have buttons to store the actual window position and size.
The following entries contain these settings.
Name, x, y, width, heigth, modality

Languages=2580    1815    8364    6552    0
TableFontSize=8
Main=9015    6       3240    330     0
Navigation=1455    1430    9888    7080    0
Connections=675     3825    10890   3990    0
NavConnections=3504    1908    6432    1728    0
ShowTopterms=1170    2775    4605    2010    0
Grafix=1890    1665    10785   8190    0
DescriptorTable=1848    240     10230   7740    0
NonDescriptorTable=2640    3270    10224   6792    0
Tools=36      1068    6972    2160    0
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Thesauri=696     2808    8112    3624    0
Themes=1524    2040    6372    3528    0
Groups=696     2820    6468    4824    0
Printer=1200    2460    13248   7536    0
ShowData=3672    2256    6468    8244    0

If 1 the previous settings are used, if 0 the windows are screen centered.

UseWinSettings=1

If 1 the Main button bar floats always on top of all other windows, if 0 it behaves like any
ordinary window.

MainOnTop=1

If 1 the panel with buttons to import from external data is visible, if 0 the visibility is off.

ShowExternalSourcePanel=1

[Grafix]

In grafics window the next settings determine the x- and y-spacing of items

XSpacing=160
Yspacing=20

If  1 the stored settings, in this case only the language selection, are used. if 0 the window starts with defaults,
in this case with the language with the order entry of 1

UseSelections=1

Sets the language when opening the window.

GrafixLanguage=1

[DescriptorTable]

Sets the sort order of the descriptor table

DescSort=ORDER BY DescNr

The Sortstring given above must match the entry below

DescSortIndex=0

Sets the language when opening the window.

DescLanguage=2

If 1 the settings for sort order, selection and language are stored.

SaveSelections=1

If  1 the stored settings for sort order, selection and language are used, if 0 the defaults are used..

UseSelections=1

Setting for selection

DescSelect1=SELECT * FROM [Desc]
DescSelect2=
DescSelect3=
DescSelect4=
DescSelect5=
DescSelect6=
DescSelect7=
DescSelect8=
DescSelect9=
DescSelect10=
NonDescSelect1=

The next entries define the mandatory inputs when entering new terms..

ScopenoteEntry=1
DefinitionEntry=0
SourceEntry=0
TypeEntry=0
SortEntry=0

[NonDescriptorTable]
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If  1 the stored settings for sort order, selection and language are used, if 0 the defaults are used..

SaveSelections=1

Sets the sort order of the descriptor table

NonDescSort=ORDER BY NonDescNr

The Sortstring given above must match the entry below

NonDescSortIndex=0

Setting for selection

NonDescSelect1=
NonDescSelect2=
NonDescSelect3=
NonDescSelect4=
NonDescSelect5=
NonDescSelect6=
NonDescSelect7=
NonDescSelect8=
NonDescSelect9=
NonDescSelect10=

If  1 the stored settings for sort order, selection and language are used, if 0 the defaults are used

UseSelections=1

[Navigation]

Defines, if datepanel is shown initially on opening window

ShowDates=0

Sets the language when opening the window.

NavigationLanguage=2

If  1 the stored settings for language are used, if 0 the defaults are used..

UseSelections=1

[Tools]

Stored filenames

ExportName=C:\thesmain\export.txt
ImportName=C:\thesmain\import.txt
CheckFileName=C:\thesmain\
ISOFileName=C:\thesmain\ISO.txt
RawFileName=C:\thesmain\raw.txt

[THESadm]

Defaultpassword when creating a new user with THESadm

DefPassword=thesmain

[Reports]

Next entries contain settings for printing windows flags and text strings

Descriptors=110Report
DescriptorData=111111-000000000000000000000110010000
ReportFile=0000000014
NonDescriptors=11111
NonDescriptorData=000000000000000110010001
PermIndex=1111101Permuted Index
Logo=THESmain
Font=Times New Roman
Languages=111
Grafix=111
Connections=111
Themes=111
Thesaurii=111
Groups=111

[LogFile]
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Sets name, backupname and size of logfile

Filename=C:\thesmain\theslog.log
BackFilename=C:\thesmain\theslog.bak
FileSize=64

[UBA]

Sets stored data for importing from UBA

UBASource=UBA-Berlin
UBAID=UBA-B
UBAFilename=C:\thesmain\uba-b.dat
UBAGerman=1
UBAEnglish=2
UBADate=1
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.7 List of available Windows and their dependancies

This Section shows the dependancies of the windows available in THESmain and how to proceed from one window to another. Bold entries supply context
sensitive help.

Bold entries have help buttons

.7.1 Main Window THESmain

Entry Window frmPWD

Button M Window frmMAINSEL
Button X Close Application

Button D Main Window frmDESCTABLE
Button N Main Window frmNONDESCTABLE
Button N Main Window frmNAVIGATION
Button G Main Window frmGRAFICS
Button T Main Window frmTOOLS

Main Window
THESmain
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.7.2 Main Window Navigation

Button TABLES + POS Branch to Main Window DESCRIPTOR or NONDESCRIPTOR
Button GRAFIC + POS Branch to Main Window GRAFIC

Button TopTerm Window frmSHOWTOPTERMS
Button Connects Window frmNAVCONNECTS

Button New Window frmNAVNEWCON
Button Delete User Confirmation

Button Relation ManagerWindow frmRELMANAGER
Button New BT Window frmRELENTRY
Button New RT Window frmRELENTRY
Button New UF Window frmRELENTRY
Button New UFC Window frmRELENTRY
Button Edit Creation Note Window frmRELNOTE
Button Edit Modification Note Window frmRELNOTE
Button Delete Relation User Confirmation
Button Delete All User Confirmation

Main Window

NAVIGATION
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.7.3 Main Window Descriptors

Button NAVIGATION + POS Branch to Main Window NAVIGATION
Button GRAFIC + POS Branch to Main Window GRAFIC

Button Select Window frmDESCSELECT
Button New Window frmENTRY
Button Edit Window frmDESCSELECTDEF

Button Edit Window frmDESCSELECTEDIT
Button SQL Window frmDESCSELECTSQL

Button Delete User Confirmation
Button Splits Window frmSPLITS
Button Marker Window frmMarker
Button Report Window frmDESCPRINTSEL

Button PrintService Window frmPRINTDESC
Button Profiles Window frmPRPROFILES

Button New Window frmENTRY
Button Delete User Confirmation

Button OK Window frmPRINTER
Button FileService Window frmREPORTDESCFILE Common Dialog
Button Permuted Index Window frmPERMINDEX

Button Show Common Dialog Window frmSHOWDATA
Button Print Common Dialog Window frmPRINTER
Button VoidFile Common Dialog
Button IndexFile Common Dialog

Button Termmanager Window frmTERMMANAGER
Button New Term Window frmTermEdit
Button Edit Term Window frmTermEdit

Main Window

DESCRIPTORS
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Button Add Coincidence Window frmENTRY
Button Remove Coincidence User Confirmation
Button Add Thesaurus Reference Window frmTHESREF
Button Remove Thesaurus Reference User Confirmation
Button Add Theme Window frmTHEMES
Button Remove Theme User Confirmation
Button Add Group Window frmGROUPS
Button Remove Group User Confirmation

Button Delete Term User Confirmation
Button Bulk Edit Window frmTERMEDIT

Button Add Theme Window frmTHEMES
Button Remove Theme User Confirmation
Button Add Group Window frmGROUPS
Button Remove Group User Confirmation

Button Bulk Delete User Confirmation

frmSIMILARTERMS is called by Function New Term
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.7.4 Main Window NonDescriptors

Button NAVIGATION + POS Branch to Main Window NAVIGATION
Button GRAFIC Branch to Main Window GRAFIC

Button Select Window frmNONDESCSELECT
Button New Window frmENTRY
Button Edit Window frmNONDESCSELECTDEF

Button Edit Window frmNONDESCSELECTEDIT
Button SQL Window frmNONDESCSELECTSQL

Button Delete User Confirmation
Button Report Window frmPRINTNONDESC

button Profiles Window frmPRPROFILES
Button New Window frmENTRY
Button Delete User Confirmation
Button OK Window frmPRINTER

Button Marker Window frmMarker
Button Termmanager Window frmTERMMANAGER

Button New Term Window frmTERMEDIT
Button Edit Term Window frmTERMEDIT

Button Add Thesaurus Reference Window frmTHESREF
Button Remove Thesaurus Reference User Confirmation

Button Delete Term User Confirmation
Button Bulk Edit Window frmTERMEDIT
Button Bulk Delete User Confirmation

frmSIMILARTERMS is called by Function New Term

Main Window

NONDESCRIPTORS
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.7.5 Main Window Grafics

Button NAVIGATION + POS Branch to Main Window NAVIGATION
Button TABLES + POS Branch to Main Window DESCRIPTOR or NONDESCRIPTOR

Button Report Window frmGRAFICS
Button OK Window frmPRINTER

Main Window

GRAFICS
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.7.6 Main Window Tools

Button Logfile Common Dialog Window frmSHOWDATA
Button Settings Window frmSETUP
Button Languages Window frmLANGUAGES

Button Edit Window frmLEDIT
Button Delete User Confirmation
Button Copy Window frmLANGSOURCE
Button Report Window frmPRINTTABLE

Button OK Window frmPRINTER
Button Connections Window frmCONNECTIONS

Button New Window frmCEDIT
Button Program Name Common Dialog

Button Edit Window frmCEDIT
Button Program Name Common Dialog

Button Delete User Confirmation
Button Report Window frmPRINTTABLE

Button OK Window frmPRINTER
Button Thesauri Window frmTHES

Button Report Window frmPRINTTABLE
Button OK Window frmPRINTER

Button New Window frmTHESEDIT
Button Duplicate Window frmTHESEDIT
Button Delete User Confirmation
Button Maintain User Confirmation
Button Restore User Confirmation

Main Window

TOOLS
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Button Export Window frmEXPORT
Button Import Window frmIMPORT
Button Merge Window frmMERGE
Button Iso Window frmISO
Button Check Window frmCONCHECK
Button UBA Window frmUBAIMPORT

Button Password Window frmCPWD

Button Groups Window frmGROUPS
Button New Window frmGREDIT
Button Edit Window frmGREDIT
Button Delete User Confirmation
Button Report Window frmPRINTTABLE

Button OK Window frmPRINTER
Button Themes Window frmTHEMES

Button New Window frmENTRY
Button Edit Window frmENTRY
Button Delete User Confirmation
Button Report Window frmPRINTTABLE

Button OK Window frmPRINTER
Button About Window frmABOUT
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3.8 Structure of database

3.8.1 THESmain

3.8.1.1 Table Connections

Fieldname Type Size
Nr Long 4
Name Text 20
ProgramName Text 250
HeaderName Text 250
Topic Text 250
Item Text 250
Mode Text 10
TimeOut Long 4
Start Text 250
Pre Text 250
Post Text 250
URL Text 80

Indices Field Type Order
Name Name Uniqu ascending
PrimaryKey Nr Uniqu ascending

3.8.1.2 Table Languages

FieldName Type Size
LangPtr Long 4
Language Text 32
Font Text 32
Order Integer 2
Translator Text 50
Abbrev Text 5
Charset Text 50
History Memo -

Indices Field Type Order
PrimaryKey Nr Uniqu Ascending

3.8.1.3 Table PermIndex

FieldName Type Size
Data Text 255
Type Integer 2
Nr Memo -

Indices Field Type Order
Data Data uniqu ascending
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3.8.1.4 Table PrinterProfiles

FieldName Type Size
Name Text 50
Profile1 Text 50
Profile2 Text 80
Type Text 1

Indices Field Type Order
Name Name uniqu ascending

3.8.1.5 Table DescSelections

FieldName Type Size
Name Text 20
Type Integer 2
Sql Memo -
Line1 Text 50
Line2 Text 50
Line3 Text 50
Line4 Text 50
Line5 Text 50
Line6 Text 50
Line7 Text 50
Line8 Text 50

Indices Field Type Order
PrimaryKey Nr uniqu ascending

3.8.1.6 Table NonDescSelections

FieldName Type Size
Name Text 20
Lang Integer 2
Type Integer 2
Sql Memo -
Line1 Text 50
Line2 Text 50
Line3 Text 50
Line4 Text 50
Line5 Text 50
Line6 Text 50
Line7 Text 50
Line8 Text 50

Indices Field Type Order
PrimaryKey Nr uniqu ascending

3.8.1.7 Table Thesauri

FieldName Type Size
ThesNr Long 4
Name Text 32
User Text 32
Cdate Date/Time 8
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Description Text 80
Status Text 1
URL Text 80

Indices Field Type Order
Name Name uniqu ascending

3.8.2 Thesaurus

3.8.2.1 Table Coincidences

FieldName Type Size
DescPtr Double 8
Description Text 255

Indices Field Type Order
DescPtr DescPtr ascending
Description DescPtr uniqu ascending

Description ascending

3.8.2.2 Table ConConnections

FieldName Type Size
Nr Long 4
ConNr Long 4
DescPtr Long 4
Value Text 250

Indices Field Type Order
ConNr ConNr ascending
DescPtr DescPtr ascending
PrimaryKey Nr uniqu ascending

3.8.2.3 Table ConDesc

FieldName Type Size
BTPtr Long 4
NTPtr Long 4

Indices Field Type Order
BtPtr BtPtr ascending
NTPtr NtPtr ascending
Rel BtPtr ascending

NtPtr

3.8.2.4 Table ConGroups

FieldName Type Size
DescNr Long 4
GroupPtr Long 4

Indices Field Type Order
DescNr DescNr ascending
Groups DescNr uniqu ascending

GroupPtr
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3.8.2.5 Table ConNonDesc1 - ConNonDesc30

FieldName Type Size
NonDescNr Long 4
DescPtr Long 4

Indices Field Type Order
DescPtr DescPtr ascending
NonDescNr NonDescNr ascending
Rel DescPtr ascending

NonDescNr

3.8.2.6 Table ConRelTerms

Fieldname Type Size
RTNr Long 4
RTPtr Long 4

Indices Field Type Order
Rel RTNr ascending

RtPtr
RTNr RTNr ascending
RtPtr RtPtr ascending

3.8.2.7 Table ConThemes

FieldName Type Size
DescNr Long 4
ThemePtr Long 4

Indices Field Type Order
DescNr DescNr ascending
Themes DescNr uniqu ascending

ThemePtr

3.8.2.8 Table Desc

FieldName Type Size
DescNr Long 4
History Memo -
Source Text 255
Guideterm Integer 2
Status Text 32
Connections Integer 2
Type Text 250
Print Integer 2
Flag Long 4
Desc1 Text 255
Sort1 Text 255
ScopeNote1 Memo -
Definition1 Memo -
Data1 Memo -
Indexer1 Memo -
Desc2 Text 255
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Sort2 Text 255
Data2 Memo -
ScopeNote2 Memo -
Definition2 Memo -
Indexer2 Memo -
Desc3 Text 255
Sort3 Text 255
Data3 Memo -
ScopeNote3 Memo -
Definition3 Memo -
Indexer3 Memo -
Desc4 Text 255
Sort4 Text 255
Data4 Memo -
ScopeNote4 Memo -
Definition4 Memo -
Indexer4 Memo -
Desc5 Text 255
Sort5 Text 255
Data5 Memo -
ScopeNote5 Memo -
Definition5 Memo -
Indexer5 Memo -
Desc6 Text 255
Sort6 Text 255
Data6 Memo -
ScopeNote6 Memo -
Definition6 Memo -
Indexer6 Memo -
Desc7 Text 255
Sort7 Text 255
Data7 Memo -
ScopeNote7 Memo -
Definition7 Memo -
Indexer7 Memo -
Desc8 Text 255
Sort8 Text 255
Data8 Memo -
ScopeNote8 Memo -
Definition8 Memo -
Indexer8 Memo -
Desc9 Text 255
Sort9 Text 255
Data9 Memo -
ScopeNote9 Memo -
Definition9 Memo -
Indexer9 Memo -
Desc10 Text 255
Sort10 Text 255
Data10 Memo -
ScopeNote10 Memo -
Definition10 Memo -
Indexer10 Memo -
Desc11 Text 255
Sort11 Text 255
ScopeNote11 Memo -
Definition11 Memo -
Data11 Memo -
Indexer11 Memo -
Desc12 Text 255
Sort12 Text 255
Data12 Memo -
ScopeNote12 Memo -
Definition12 Memo -
Indexer12 Memo -
Desc13 Text 255
Sort13 Text 255
Data13 Memo -
ScopeNote13 Memo -
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Definition13 Memo -
Indexer13 Memo -
Desc14 Text 255
Sort14 Text 255
Data14 Memo -
ScopeNote14 Memo -
Definition14 Memo -
Indexer14 Memo -
Desc15 Text 255
Sort15 Text 255
Data15 Memo -
ScopeNote15 Memo -
Definition15 Memo -
Indexer15 Memo -
Desc16 Text 255
Sort16 Text 255
Data16 Memo -
ScopeNote16 Memo -
Definition16 Memo -
Indexer16 Memo -
Desc17 Text 255
Sort17 Text 255
Data17 Memo -
ScopeNote17 Memo -
Definition17 Memo -
Indexer17 Memo -
Desc18 Text 255
Sort18 Text 255
Data18 Memo -
ScopeNote18 Memo -
Definition18 Memo -
Indexer18 Memo -
Desc19 Text 255
Sort19 Text 255
Data19 Memo -
ScopeNote19 Memo -
Definition19 Memo -
Indexer19 Memo -
Desc20 Text 255
Sort20 Text 255
Data20 Memo -
ScopeNote20 Memo -
Definition20 Memo -
Indexer20 Memo -
Desc21 Text 255
Sort21 Text 255
ScopeNote21 Memo -
Data21 Memo -
Definition21 Memo -
Indexer21 Memo -
Desc22 Text 255
Sort22 Text 255
Data22 Memo -
ScopeNote22 Memo -
Definition22 Memo -
Indexer22 Memo -
Desc23 Text 255
Sort23 Text 255
Data23 Memo -
ScopeNote23 Memo -
Definition23 Memo -
Indexer23 Memo -
Desc24 Text 255
Sort24 Text 255
Data24 Memo -
ScopeNote24 Memo -
Definition24 Memo -
Indexer24 Memo -
Desc25 Text 255
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Sort25 Text 255
Data25 Memo -
ScopeNote25 Memo -
Definition25 Memo -
Indexer25 Memo -
Desc26 Text 255
Sort26 Text 255
Data26 Memo -
ScopeNote26 Memo -
Definition26 Memo -
Indexer26 Memo -
Desc27 Text 255
Sort27 Text 255
Data27 Memo -
ScopeNote27 Memo -
Definition27 Memo -
Indexer27 Memo -
Desc28 Text 255
Sort28 Text 255
Data28 Memo -
ScopeNote28 Memo -
Definition28 Memo -
Indexer28 Memo -
Desc29 Text 255
Sort29 Text 255
Data29 Memo -
ScopeNote29 Memo -
Definition29 Memo -
Indexer29 Memo -
Desc30 Text 255
Sort30 Text 255
Data30 Memo -
ScopeNote30 Memo -
Definition30 Memo -
Indexer30 Memo -

Indices Field Type Order
Desc1 Desc1 ascending
Desc2 Desc2 ascending
Desc3 Desc3 ascending
Desc4 Desc4 ascending
Desc5 Desc5 ascending
Desc6 Desc6 ascending
Desc7 Desc7 ascending
Desc8 Desc8 ascending
Desc9 Desc9 ascending
Desc10 Desc10 ascending
Desc11 Desc11 ascending
Desc12 Desc12 ascending
Desc13 Desc13 ascending
Desc14 Desc14 ascending
Desc15 Desc15 ascending
Desc16 Desc16 ascending
Desc17 Desc17 ascending
Desc18 Desc18 ascending
Desc19 Desc19 ascending
Desc20 Desc20 ascending
Desc21 Desc21 ascending
Desc22 Desc22 ascending
Desc23 Desc23 ascending
Desc24 Desc24 ascending
Desc25 Desc25 ascending
Desc26 Desc26 ascending
Desc27 Desc27 ascending
Desc28 Desc28 ascending
Desc29 Desc29 ascending
Desc30 Desc30 ascending
Flag Flag ascending
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PrimaryKey DescNr uniqu ascending

3.8.2.9 Table Groups

FieldName Type Size
GroupNr Long 4
Status Text 50
Sort Integer 2
SGPtr Long 4
Abbrev Text 5
Group1 Text 250
Group2 Text 250
Group3 Text 250
Group4 Text 250
Group5 Text 250
Group6 Text 250
Group7 Text 250
Group8 Text 250
Group9 Text 250
Group10 Text 250
Group11 Text 250
Group12 Text 250
Group13 Text 250
Group14 Text 250
Group15 Text 250
Group16 Text 250
Group17 Text 250
Group18 Text 250
Group19 Text 250
Group20 Text 250
Group21 Text 250
Group22 Text 250
Group23 Text 250
Group24 Text 250
Group25 Text 250
Group26 Text 250
Group27 Text 250
Group28 Text 250
Group29 Text 250
Group30 Text 250

Indices Field Type Order
PrimaryKey GroupNr Uniqu ascending
Sort Sort ascending
Group1 Group1 Uniqu ascending
Group2 Group2 Uniqu ascending
Group3 Group3 Uniqu ascending
Group4 Group4 Uniqu ascending
Group5 Group5 Uniqu ascending
Group6 Group6 Uniqu ascending
Group7 Group7 Uniqu ascending
Group8 Group8 Uniqu ascending
Group9 Group9 Uniqu ascending
Group10 Group10 Uniqu ascending
Group11 Group11 Uniqu ascending
Group12 Group12 Uniqu ascending
Group13 Group13 Uniqu ascending
Group14 Group14 Uniqu ascending
Group15 Group15 Uniqu ascending
Group16 Group16 Uniqu ascending
Group17 Group17 Uniqu ascending
Group18 Group18 Uniqu ascending
Group19 Group19 Uniqu ascending
Group20 Group20 Uniqu ascending
Group21 Group21 Uniqu ascending
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Group22 Group22 Uniqu ascending
Group23 Group23 Uniqu ascending
Group24 Group24 Uniqu ascending
Group25 Group25 Uniqu ascending
Group26 Group26 Uniqu ascending
Group27 Group27 Uniqu ascending
Group28 Group28 Uniqu ascending
Group29 Group29 Uniqu ascending
Group30 Group30 Uniqu ascending

3.8.2.10 Table Marker1 - Marker10

FieldName Type Size
Ptr Long 4
Lang Integer 2

Indices Field Type Order
Ptr Ptr Uniq ascending

Lang ascending

3.8.2.11 Table NonDescr1 - NonDescr30

FieldName Type Size
NonDescNr Long 4
History Memo -
Source Text 255
Status Text 32
Type Text 255
NonDesc1 Text 255
Sort1 Text 255
ScopeNote1 Memo -
Definition1 Memo -
Indexer1 Memo -
Data1 Memo -
Print Integer 2
Flag Long 4

Indices Field Type Order
Flag Flag ascending
NonDesc1 NonDesc1 uniqu ascending
PrimaryKey NonDescNr uniqu ascending

3.8.2.12 Table NonThesReferences1 - NonThesReferences30

FieldName Type Size
NonDescNr Long 4
ThesPtr Text 50
ThesName Text 50

Indices Field Type Order
NonDescNr NonDescNr ascending
Thesaurus NonDescNr uniqu ascending

ThesPtr ascending
ThesName ascending
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3.8.2.13 Table Themes

FieldName Type Size
ThemeNr Long 4
Sort Integer 2
Abbrev Text 5
Theme1 Text 255
Theme2 Text 255
Theme3 Text 255
Theme4 Text 255
Theme5 Text 255
Theme6 Text 255
Theme7 Text 255
Theme8 Text 255
Theme9 Text 255
Theme10 Text 255
Theme11 Text 255
Theme12 Text 255
Theme13 Text 255
Theme14 Text 255
Theme15 Text 255
Theme16 Text 255
Theme17 Text 255
Theme18 Text 255
Theme19 Text 255
Theme20 Text 255
Theme21 Text 255
Theme22 Text 255
Theme23 Text 255
Theme24 Text 255
Theme25 Text 255
Theme26 Text 255
Theme27 Text 255
Theme28 Text 255
Theme29 Text 255
Theme30 Text 255

Indices Field Type Order
PrimaryKey ThemeNr uniqu ascending
Sort Sort ascending
Theme1 Theme1 Uniqu ascending
Theme2 Theme2 Uniqu ascending
Theme3 Theme3 Uniqu ascending
Theme4 Theme4 Uniqu ascending
Theme5 Theme5 Uniqu ascending
Theme6 Theme6 Uniqu ascending
Theme7 Theme7 Uniqu ascending
Theme8 Theme8 Uniqu ascending
Theme9 Theme9 Uniqu ascending
Theme10 Theme10 Uniqu ascending
Theme11 Theme11 Uniqu ascending
Theme12 Theme12 Uniqu ascending
Theme13 Theme13 Uniqu ascending
Theme14 Theme14 Uniqu ascending
Theme15 Theme15 Uniqu ascending
Theme16 Theme16 Uniqu ascending
Theme17 Theme17 Uniqu ascending
Theme18 Theme18 Uniqu ascending
Theme19 Theme19 Uniqu ascending
Theme20 Theme20 Uniqu ascending
Theme21 Theme21 Uniqu ascending
Theme22 Theme22 Uniqu ascending
Theme23 Theme23 Uniqu ascending
Theme24 Theme24 Uniqu ascending
Theme25 Theme25 Uniqu ascending
Theme26 Theme26 Uniqu ascending
Theme27 Theme27 Uniqu ascending
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Theme28 Theme28 Uniqu ascending
Theme29 Theme29 Uniqu ascending
Theme30 Theme30 Uniqu ascending

3.8.2.14 Table ThesReferences

FieldName Type Size
DescNr Long 4
ThesPtr Text 50
ThesName Text 50

Indices Field Type Order
DescNr DescNr ascending
Thesaurus DescNr uniqu ascending

ThesPtr ascending
ThesName ascending
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4 Appendix

4.1 Export data

4.2 Nativeformat

SECTION HEADER
DATE 1997.05.16
USER tbhs
MODE Differential
THES c:\thesmain\UBA-WRK.mdb
THESDATE 16.05.1997 05:51:02
REFTHES c:\thesmain\UBA-B-01.mdb
REFTHESDATE 13.05.1997 20:05:18
SECTION END
SECTION CONTROL
CNOTE C-Note
CNTEM R
CUSER C-User
CDATE 1997.05.16
MNOTE M-Note
CNTEM R
MUSER M-User
MDATE 1997.05.16
SECTION END
SECTION LANGUAGES
1 German GermanTranslatorde 1
2 English EnglischTrans en 1
3 1
4 1
5 1
6 1
7 1
8 1
9 1
10 1
11 1
12 1
13 1
14 1
15 1
16 1
17 1
18 1
19 1
20 1
21 1
22 1
23 1
24 1
25 1
26 1
27 1
28 1
29 1
30 1
SECTION END
SECTION TABLES
CONN 1 Exec 5000
NAME 7 Winword
PROGRAM 35 C:\BIN\MSOFFICE\WINWORD\WINWORD.EXE
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HEADER 14 Microsoft Word
TOPIC 14 Winword|System
ITEM 8 SysItems
START 96 [ExtrasMakro .Name = "THESmain", .Ausführen,
.Anzeigen = 0, .Beschreibung = "", .NeuerName = ""]
PRE 29 [BearbeitenSuchen .Suchen = "
POST 129 ", .Richtung = 0, .GroßKleinschreibung = 0,
.GanzesWort = 0, .Mustervergleich = 0, .Reserviert23 = 0,
.Format = 0, .Textfluß = 1]
CONN END
CONN 2 Exec 5000
NAME 5 Excel
PROGRAM 71 C:\BIN\MSOFFICE\EXCEL\EXCEL.EXE
c:\us\projekte\bmu\thesmain\ddetest.xls
HEADER 15 Microsoft Excel
TOPIC 45 Excel|c:\us\projekte\bmu\thesmain\ddetest.xls
ITEM 4 R1C1
PRE 16 [FORMEL.SUCHEN("
POST 18 ";1;2;1;1;FALSCH)]
CONN END
CONN 3 Exec 5500
NAME 6 Access
PROGRAM 98 C:\BIN\MSOFFICE\ACCESS\MSACCESS.EXE
c:\us\projekte\bmu\thesmain\vb\db\udk.mdb /user tbhs /pwd tbhs
HEADER 16 Microsoft Access
TOPIC 15 MSACCESS|SYSTEM
START 10 [LoadDesc]
PRE 13 [FindRecord "
POST 2 "]
CONN END
CONN 8 Exec 1000
NAME 6 RefCon
PROGRAM 1 1
HEADER 1 2
CONN END
CONN 9 Exec 800
NAME 4 weg1
PROGRAM 1 1
HEADER 2 22
TOPIC 1 3
ITEM 1 4
START 1 5
PRE 1 6
POST 1 7
CONN END
ATHM 1 Theme 1
SECTION END
SECTION TERMS
DDESC 1556
DESC01 Acrylharz
DESC02 acrylic resin
TERM END
ADESC 8560
CDAT 1997.05.16
CUSR tbhs
MDAT 1997.05.16
MUSR tbhs
STAT Unused
PRNT 1
DESC01 Add Term
SNTE01 5 Scope
ATHM 1
TERM END
RDESC 1
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DESC01 Wirkung (benutze Unterbegriffe oder Umweltklassen mit
..2..)
DESC02 effect
TERM END
EDESC 1
CDAT 1997.04.03
CUSR tbhs
MDAT 1997.04.03
STAT Topterm
SRCE UBA-Berlin
PRNT 1
DESC01 Wirkung (benutze Unterbegriffe oder Umweltklassen mit
..2..)
SORT01 WIRKUNG (BENUTZE UNTERBEGRIFFE ODER UMWELTKLASSEN MIT
..2..)
RLTN01 529 3486 NT Schadstoffwirkung
5025 NT Lärmwirkung
4047 NT Physiologische Wirkung
3876 NT Psychologische Wirkung
3879 NT Psychische Wirkung
1976 NT Wirkungsanalyse
1699 NT Materialschaden
7074 NT Denkmalschaden
1642 NT Immissionsschaden
6193 NT Gehörschädigung
6968 NT Dosis-Wirkung-Beziehung
1975 NT Wirkungsforschung
4436 NT Nebenwirkung
6355 NT Folgeschaden
1972 NT Wirkungskataster
7671 NT Beschäftigungseffekt
1977 NT Wirkstoff
2677 NT Toxizität
4287 NT Ökotoxizität
756 NT Umweltangst
2 RT Grundwasserverordnung
5107 UF Wirkung

DESC02 effect
SNTE02 26 Term selection by software
RLTN02 510 3486 NT pollutant effect
5025 NT noise effect
4047 NT physiological effect
3876 NT psychological effect
3879 NT psychic effect
1976 NT analysis of effect
1699 NT material damage
7074 NT monument damage
1642 NT immission damage
6193 NT hearing impairment
6968 NT dose-response relationship
1975 NT effects research
4436 NT side effect
6355 NT adverse effect
1972 NT register of impacts
7671 NT employment level effect
1977 NT bio-catalyst
2677 NT toxicity
4287 NT ecotoxicity
756 NT environmental anxiety
2 RT

ATHID UBA-B 48785
TERM END
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RDESC 2
DESC01 Grundwasserverordnung
TERM END
EDESC 2
CDAT 1997.03.17
CUSR tbhs
MDAT 1997.05.16
MUSR tbhs
SRCE UBA-Berlin
PRNT 1
DESC01 Grundwasserverordnung
SORT01 GRUNDWASSERVERORDNUNG
SNTE01 5 Scope
RLTN01 232 3727 BT Rechtsverordnung
5882 BT Grundwasserschutz
6019 BT Gewässerschutzrecht
1 RT Wirkung (benutze Unterbegriffe oder Umweltklassen
mit ..2..)
23 UF Verordnung zur Umsetzung der Richtlinie 80/68/EWG
des Rates vom 17. Dezember 197

RLTN02 105 3727 BT legal regulation
5882 BT groundwater protection
6019 BT water protection legislation
1 RT effect

ATHID UBA-B 48775
TERM END
RDESC 4
DESC01 Betriebliche Umweltinformation
TERM END
EDESC 4
CDAT 1997.01.28
CUSR tbhs
MDAT 1997.04.25
SRCE UBA-Berlin
PRNT 1
DESC01 Betriebliche Umweltinformation
SORT01 BETRIEBLICHE UMWELTINFORMATION
SNTE01 81 Innerbetriebliche Information zur Verwirklichung des
betrieblichen Umweltschutzes
RLTN01 307 713 BT Betrieblicher Umweltschutz
2527 BT Umweltinformation
2 UF Betrieblichen Umweltschutzinformationen
3 UF Betriebliche Umweltinformationen
4 UF Betriebliche Umweltschutzinformationen
5 UF Betriebliche Umweltschutzinformation
39 UF Betrieblicher Umweltinformation
40 UF Betrieblichen Umweltinformationen

RLTN02 84 713 BT environmental protection in the
enterprise
2527 BT environmental information

ATHID UBA-B 48751
TERM END
RDESC 20
DESC01 Mischkunststoff
DESC02 blends
TERM END
EDESC 20
CDAT 1996.05.25
CUSR tbhs
MDAT 1996.05.25
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SRCE UBA-Berlin
PRNT 1
DESC01 Mischkunststoff
SORT01 MISCHKUNSTSTOFF
RLTN01 165 1696 BT Kunststoff
2974 BT Stoffgemisch
2415 RT Verbundwerkstoff
316 UF Kunststoffgemisch (Mischkunststoff)
12773 UC Polystyrolblends
11 UC Fahrwegfestlegung (GGVS)

DESC02 blends
SNTE02 26 Term selection by software
RLTN02 69 1696 BT synthetic material
2974 BT mixture
2415 RT sandwich material

ATHID UBA-B 48441
TERM END
RDESC 1775
DESC01 Kunstharz
DESC02 synthetic resin
TERM END
EDESC 1775
CDAT 1991.01.15
CUSR tbhs
MDAT 1996.03.04
SRCE UBA-Berlin
PRNT 1
DESC01 Kunstharz
SORT01 KUNSTHARZ
RLTN01 172 1696 BT Kunststoff
1783 BT Harz
8256 NT Aldehydharz
8238 NT Alkydharz
8145 NT Aminoplast
1555 NT Epoxidharz
5074 NT Kunstharzlack
4687 NT Melaminharz
8320 UC Polyesterharz

DESC02 synthetic resin
RLTN02 263 1696 BT synthetic material
1783 BT resin
8256 NT aldehyde resin
8238 NT alkyd resin
8145 NT amino aldehydic resin
1555 NT epoxy resin
5074 NT synthetic resin paint
4687 NT melamine resin
707 UF synthetic plastic material
708 UF artificial resin
709 UF battkelite

ATHID UBA-B 28723
TERM END
DNDESC01 1
NDSC Betrieblichen Umweltschutzinformation
TERM END
ANDESC01 15834
CDAT 1997.05.16
CUSR tbhs
STAT Unused
PRNT 1
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NDSC Add ND
SNTE 12 Scope Add ND
TERM END
RNDESC01 2 NRC
NDSC Betrieblichen Umweltschutzinformationen
TERM END
ENDESC01 2
CDAT 1997.01.28
CUSR tbhs
MDAT 1997.05.16
MUSR tbhs
STAT Single
SRCE UBA-Berlin
PRNT 0
NDSC Betrieblichen Umweltschutzinformationen
SORT BETRIEBLICHEN UMWELTSCHUTZINFORMATIONEN
SNTE 8 Scope ND
RLTN 37 4 USE Betriebliche Umweltinformation

ATHID UBA-B 48756
TERM END
RNDESC01 11
NDSC Fahrwegfestlegung (GGVS)
TERM END
ENDESC01 11
CDAT 1997.04.09
CUSR tbhs
MDAT 1997.04.09
STAT Multiple
SRCE UBA-Berlin
PRNT 0
NDSC Fahrwegfestlegung (GGVS)
SORT FAHRWEGFESTLEGUNG (GGVS)
RLTN 78 6552 USE Fahrwegfestlegung
6209 USE Gefahrguttransport
20 USE Mischkunststoff

ATHID UBA-B 48790
TERM END
SECTION END

4.3 SGML Format

<Thesauri>
˝
<Thesaurus ID=2 Name='UDKT-21'
˝
Description='Freigegebene Daten UBA Berlin November 1997, Liefer8.dat'
˝
Date='1998.09.27 00:00:00'
˝
CDate='1998.09.27'
˝
CUser='tbhs'
˝
CNote='Test'
˝
>
˝
<Languages>
<History></>
<Language ID=1><Name>German</>
<Charset>ISO-Latin 1</>
<Font>Arial</>
<Order>1</>
<Code>de</>
<Translator>GermanTranslator</>
</Language>
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<Language ID=2><Name>English</>
<Charset>ISO-Latin 1</>
<Font>Arial</>
<Order>2</>
<Code>en</>
<Translator>EnglischTranslator</>
</Language>
</Languages>
<Supergroups>
<History></>
</Supergroups>
<Groups>
<History></>
</Groups>
<Themes>
<History></>
</Themes>
<Externals>
<History></>
<External ID=1>
<URL></>
<Name>Winword</>
<Program>C:\BIN\MSOFFICE\WINWORD\WINWORD.EXE</>
<Header>Microsoft Word</>
<Topic>Winword|System</>
<Item>SysItems</>
<Mode>Exec</>
<Timeout>5000</>
<Start>[ExtrasMakro .Name = &#034;THESmain&#034;, .Ausführen, .Anzeigen = 0,
.Beschreibung = &#034;&#034;, .NeuerName = &#034;&#034;]</>
<Pre>[BearbeitenSuchen .Suchen = &#034;</>
<Post>&#034;, .Richtung = 0, .GroßKleinschreibung = 0, .GanzesWort = 0,
.Mustervergleich = 0, .Reserviert23 = 0, .Format = 0, .Textfluß = 1]</>
</External>
<External ID=2>
<URL></>
<Name>Excel</>
<Program>C:\BIN\MSOFFICE\EXCEL\EXCEL.EXE c:\us\projekte\bmu\thesmain\ddetest.xls</>
<Header>Microsoft Excel</>
<Topic>Excel|c:\us\projekte\bmu\thesmain\ddetest.xls</>
<Item>R1C1</>
<Mode>Exec</>
<Timeout>5000</>
<Start></>
<Pre>[FORMEL.SUCHEN(&#034;</>
<Post>&#034;;1;2;1;1;FALSCH)]</>
</External>
<External ID=3>
<URL></>
<Name>Access</>
<Program>C:\BIN\MSOFFICE\ACCESS\MSACCESS.EXE
c:\us\projekte\bmu\thesmain\vb\db\udk.mdb /user tbhs /pwd tbhs</>
<Header>Microsoft Access</>
<Topic>MSACCESS|SYSTEM</>
<Item></>
<Mode>Exec</>
<Timeout>5500</>
<Start>[LoadDesc]</>
<Pre>[FindRecord &#034;</>
<Post>&#034;]</>
</External>
<External ID=8>
<URL></>
<Name>THESmain</>
<Program>C:\THESMAIN\THESmain.exe</>
<Header>THESMAIN</>
<Topic>thesmain|thesmain</>
<Item></>
<Mode>Exec</>
<Timeout>1000</>
<Start></>
<Pre>Descriptor</>
<Post></>
</External>
</Externals>
<Descriptors>
<Descriptor TermID=8561>
<History>1990.09.06 tbhs CREATD
1997.09.16
</>
<Source>UBA-Berlin</>
<Status>Topterm</>
<Printflag>1</>
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<Guideflag>0</>
<ThesRef Name=UBA-B><RefThesPtr>13</></>
<NtPtr>620</>
<NtPtr>2884</>
<NtPtr>3293</>
<NtPtr>3524</>
<NtPtr>4623</>
<NtPtr>8553</>
<NtPtr>8554</>
<NtPtr>8555</>
<NtPtr>8556</>
<NtPtr>8557</>
<NtPtr>8560</>
<LangData LangID=1>
<Term>Abbau</>
<Sort>ABBAU</>
</LangData>
<LangData LangID=2>
<Term>degradation</>
</LangData>
</Descriptor>
<Descriptor TermID=1812>
<History>1990.09.07 tbhs CREATD
1996.04.25
</>
<Source>UBA-Berlin</>
<Status>Topterm</>
<Printflag>1</>
<Guideflag>0</>
<ThesRef Name=UBA-B><RefThesPtr>28700</></>
<NtPtr>1712</>
<NtPtr>5415</>
<NtPtr>7070</>
<NtPtr>8551</>
<LangData LangID=1>
<Term>Abdichtung</>
<Sort>ABDICHTUNG</>
</LangData>
<LangData LangID=2>
<Term>sealing</>
</LangData>
</Descriptor>
<Descriptor TermID=815>
<History>1993.08.23 tbhs CREATD
1997.01.30
</>
<Source>UBA-Berlin</>
<Status>Topterm</>
<Printflag>1</>
<Guideflag>0</>
<ThesRef Name=UBA-B><RefThesPtr>41004</></>
<NtPtr>797</>
<NtPtr>1243</>
<NtPtr>2605</>
<NtPtr>8501</>
<NtPtr>8505</>
<NtPtr>8528</>
<NtPtr>8529</>
<NtPtr>8538</>
<NtPtr>8541</>
<LangData LangID=1>
<Term>Abfall (benutze Unterbegriffe oder Klasse AB)</>
<Sort>ABFALL (BENUTZE UNTERBEGRIFFE ODER KLASSE AB)</>
</LangData>
<LangData LangID=2>
<Term>waste</>
</LangData>
</Descriptor>
<Descriptor TermID=44>
<History>1996.05.03 tbhs CREATD
1997.10.21
</>
<Source>UBA-Berlin</>
<Status>Topterm</>
<Printflag>1</>
<Guideflag>0</>
<ThesRef Name=UBA-B><RefThesPtr>48417</></>
<NtPtr>2436</>
<NtPtr>5340</>
<NtPtr>5597</>
<NtPtr>8440</>
<NtPtr>8457</>
<NtPtr>8465</>
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<NtPtr>8468</>
<LangData LangID=1>
<Term>Abgas (benutze Unterbegriffe)</>
<Sort>ABGAS (BENUTZE UNTERBEGRIFFE)</>
</LangData>
<LangData LangID=2>
<Term>waste gas</>
<Scopenote>Term selection by software</>
</LangData>
</Descriptor>
<Descriptor TermID=1810>
<History>1991.02.19 tbhs CREATD
1996.04.25
</>
<Source>UBA-Berlin</>
<Status>Topterm</>
<Printflag>1</>
<Guideflag>0</>
<ThesRef Name=UBA-B><RefThesPtr>28702</></>
<NtPtr>1651</>
<NtPtr>1795</>
<NtPtr>3048</>
<NtPtr>3321</>
<NtPtr>3515</>
<NtPtr>5344</>
<NtPtr>8544</>
<LangData LangID=1>
<Term>Ablagerung</>
<Sort>ABLAGERUNG</>
<Scopenote>(als Ergebnis: deposit - als Vorgang: deposition)</>
</LangData>
<LangData LangID=2>
<Term>deposition</>
</LangData>
</Descriptor>
</Descriptors>
<Synonyms LangID = 1>
<Synonym TermID=1000009>
<History>1997.10.02 tbhs Term created
1997.10.02
</>
<Source>UBA-Berlin</>
<Status>Single</>
<Printflag>1</>
<ThesRef Name=UBA-B><RefThesPtr>49032</></>
<UsePtr>6076</>
<Term>Zugang zur Kultur</>
<Sort>ZUGANG ZUR KULTUR</>
</Synonym>
<Synonym TermID=1000023>
<History>1997.09.24 tbhs Term created
1997.09.24
</>
<Source>UBA-Berlin</>
<Status>Multiple</>
<Printflag>1</>
<ThesRef Name=UBA-B><RefThesPtr>49017</></>
<UsePtr>2</>
<UsePtr>1804</>
<Term>Waldfläche (Größe)</>
<Sort>WALDFLAECHE (GROESSE)</>
</Synonym>
<Synonym TermID=1000028>
<History>1997.09.24 tbhs Term created
1997.09.24
</>
<Source>UBA-Berlin</>
<Status>Multiple</>
<Printflag>1</>
<ThesRef Name=UBA-B><RefThesPtr>49011</></>
<UsePtr>3</>
<UsePtr>1695</>
<Term>Tierische Probe</>
<Sort>TIERISCHE PROBE</>
</Synonym>
<Synonym TermID=1000065>
<History>1997.09.23 tbhs Term created
1997.09.23
</>
<Source>UBA-Berlin</>
<Status>Single</>
<Printflag>1</>
<ThesRef Name=UBA-B><RefThesPtr>48965</></>
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<UsePtr>5345</>
<Term>Kesselanlage</>
<Sort>KESSELANLAGE</>
</Synonym>
</Synonyms>
<Synonyms LangID = 2>
<Synonym TermID=2000005>
<History>1996.12.17 tbhs Term created
1997.10.21
</>
<Source>UBA-Berlin</>
<Status>Single</>
<Printflag>1</>
<ThesRef Name=UBA-B><RefThesPtr>48571</></>
<UsePtr>34</>
<Term>mesh</>
</Synonym>
<Synonym TermID=2000006>
<History>1996.12.17 tbhs Term created
1997.10.21
</>
<Source>UBA-Berlin</>
<Status>Single</>
<Printflag>1</>
<ThesRef Name=UBA-B><RefThesPtr>48571</></>
<UsePtr>34</>
<Term>sieve</>
</Synonym>
<Synonym TermID=2000007>
<History>1996.12.10 tbhs Term created
1996.12.17
</>
<Source>UBA-Berlin</>
<Status>Single</>
<Printflag>1</>
<ThesRef Name=UBA-B><RefThesPtr>48564</></>
<UsePtr>35</>
<Term>damage</>
</Synonym>
<Synonym TermID=2000012>
<History>1996.05.02 tbhs Term created
1997.10.21
</>
<Source>UBA-Berlin</>
<Status>Single</>
<Printflag>1</>
<ThesRef Name=UBA-B><RefThesPtr>48416</></>
<UsePtr>45</>
<Term>connection</>
</Synonym>
<Synonym TermID=2000046>
<History>1996.01.25 tbhs Term created
1996.05.02
</>
<Source>UBA-Berlin</>
<Status>Single</>
<Printflag>1</>
<ThesRef Name=UBA-B><RefThesPtr>47294</></>
<UsePtr>267</>
<Term>analysis</>
</Synonym>
<Synonym TermID=2000051>
<History>1996.01.23 tbhs Term created
1996.12.17
</>
<Source>UBA-Berlin</>
<Status>Single</>
<Printflag>1</>
<ThesRef Name=UBA-B><RefThesPtr>47270</></>
<UsePtr>273</>
<Term>addition</>
</Synonym>
<Synonym TermID=2000055>
<History>1996.01.23 tbhs Term created
1996.01.23
</>
<Source>UBA-Berlin</>
<Status>Single</>
<Printflag>1</>
<ThesRef Name=UBA-B><RefThesPtr>47265</></>
<UsePtr>275</>
<Term>adaption</>
</Synonym>
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<Synonym TermID=2000056>
<History>1996.01.23 tbhs Term created
1996.01.23
</>
<Source>UBA-Berlin</>
<Status>Single</>
<Printflag>1</>
<ThesRef Name=UBA-B><RefThesPtr>47265</></>
<UsePtr>275</>
<Term>assimilation</>
</Synonym>
<Synonym TermID=2000057>
<History>1996.01.23 tbhs Term created
1996.05.07
</>
<Source>UBA-Berlin</>
<Status>Single</>
<Printflag>1</>
<ThesRef Name=UBA-B><RefThesPtr>47263</></>
<UsePtr>276</>
<Term>acidification</>
</Synonym>
<Synonym TermID=2000058>
<History>1996.01.23 tbhs Term created
1996.05.06
</>
<Source>UBA-Berlin</>
<Status>Single</>
<Printflag>1</>
<ThesRef Name=UBA-B><RefThesPtr>47261</></>
<UsePtr>277</>
<Term>accumulation</>
</Synonym>
<Synonym TermID=2000059>
<History>1996.01.23 tbhs Term created
1996.05.06
</>
<Source>UBA-Berlin</>
<Status>Single</>
<Printflag>1</>
<ThesRef Name=UBA-B><RefThesPtr>47261</></>
<UsePtr>277</>
<Term>enrichment</>
</Synonym>
</Synonyms>
</Thesaurus>
</Thesauri>
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4.4 System Messages

    Font entry not found
    Invalid or no selection
    Entry is mandatory
    Entry erroneus
    Really delete?
    Deletion of language deletes all entries to this language also. Proceed?
    Only Numbers and sign allowed
    Entry out of bounds
    Entry in use
    No more entries
    Language definition corrupted
    Term not found
    Entry missing
    Entry not found
    Only numbers and delimiters allowed
    Entry for day must have one or two digits
    Valid values for days are 1 to 31
    Entry for month must have one or two digits
    Valid values for months are 1 to 12
    Entry for year must have two or four digits
    Invalid format
    Entry for language missing
    Uneven number of parantheses
    Invalid SQL-Keyword
    Entry missing
    Replace thesaurus by backup. Proceed?
    Restore to active thesaurus is not allowed
    Unable to find requested entry. Reset Selection?
    Thesaurus successfully restored
    Changing password aborted
    Unable to delete active thesaurus
    Maximum number of rows exceeded, output will be truncated. Select smaller value for Y-Spacing
    Maximum number of columns exceeded, output will be truncated. Select smaller value for X-Spacing
    Maximum number of rows exceeded, output terminates
    Only one line containing relations possible
    Unable to locate thesaurus
    unable to locate thesaurus, proceed anyway?
    Backup created successfully, application will be stopped now
    Backup failed, application will be stopped now
    Unable to locate backup
    Targettable set to different language
    Relation already present in selected term(s)
    Term already in use
    Term is used in BT-chain with Descriptor
    Term is used in NT-chain with Descriptor
    Unable to locate relation
    Edit of empty entry not allowed
    Empty entry not allowed
    Only one special function allowed
    Unable to locate data, possibly inconsistent
    No Connectiontemplates defined
    Change of term not allowed in bulk edit
    Term has relations. Delete anyway?
    Target table is set to different language, unable to position
    Translator
    All GREEN entries will be set to given values, proceed?
    Unable to write select-string, too long
    UpDate language table
    Update descriptor entries
    Update nondescriptor entries
    Function is only available if no datawindow open
    Copies must not be set with this printer
    Duplex operation not supported by this printer
    Unable to start printing
    Unable to access printer
    Printer error
    Selection contains no data
    No data to print
    Secondary Language missing
    File created
    Creation aborted
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    Descriptor- and Nondescriptortables have different languages
    Nondescriptortables not loaded
    No matching entry found, begin at start of document?
    Entry already in use in USE relation
    Logfile might by opened by other application
    Creation of Backup will close THESmain and take up to several minutes. Proceed?
    Circular assignment not allowed
    At least one language necessary
    Reference- or working thesausus empty
    Thesaurus imported
    cnt = cnt + 1:    ReDim Preserve MessageFile(cnt)
    File not found
    Section qualifier missing
    Section sequence invalid
    State qualifier unkwnown
    Input file is in differential mode
    Error in language data
    Language data different in thesaurus and input file
    Unable to locate item in table
    Thesaurus is not empty
    Sequence invalid
    Unable to locate term for relation
    Name of referencethesaurus different to file, Proceed anyway?
    German and english language pointer must not be the same
    Unable to locate Source, Proceed anyway?
    Unable to locate Target, Proceed anyway?
    BT-Relation not found, Proceed anyway?
    UF/UC-Relation not found, Proceed anyway?
    Consistency check aborted
    Consistency check performed
    Exit Thesmain?
    Term already present, Term-ID:
    Whole Selection will be set to given values, proceed?
    Process succeded
    Language data different
    Nondescriptor table closed or set to different language
    Charset
    Changing Sortorder only if Sortorder is 'Abbrev'
    Selected TermID more than 1000 above last assigned value, Continue?
    Updating database, this may take several minutes
    TermID already in use
    Nondescriptor selection unsuccesfull, all terms selected
    Unable to delete, contains groups
    TermID out of range
    Theme partly in Targe, unable to proceed
    Group partly in Targe, unable to proceed
    Unexpected begin of data
    Unexpected end data
    Undefined element
    Wrong element sequence
    Token not a number
    Error in SGML-Line
    Language data different in thesaurus and input file

4.5 Error Messages

    Disk full
    Too many files
    Device unavailable
    Permission denied
    Disk not ready
    Unable to empty clipboard
    Unable to open clipboard
    Unable to start session
    Unable to locate database
    Database is exclusively locked by other user
    Unable to open database
    Table is exclusively locked by other user
    Too many open tables
    No current record
    Unable to locate file/database
    Too many open files
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    Not enough diskspace
    Out of memory
    Database full
    Read error
    Database incompatible
    Disk or network error
    File is already in use
    share or protection error
    Too many open files, change settings for 'SHARE'
    Too many client tasks
    No permission for table
    Table is write protected
    Entry too long
    Record is deleted
    Out of memory
    Not enough diskspace
    Access locked by other user
    Too many open sessions
    Too many users
    File not found
    Internal Error
    Bad filename
    Invalid user or password
    Unable to load table
    Unable to position in table
    Unable to load data
    Unable to update data
    Unable to process data
    Unable to delete entry
    Internal Error
    Unable to delete record
    Unable to create record
    Unable to open table
    Clipboard data incompatible
    'LIKE' is allowed with strings only
    Name already in use
    Reference to Descriptor- or Nondescriptortables missing
    Reference to Descriptor- or Nondescriptortables ambiguous
    Reference to language ambiguous
    Table integrity error, please run check
    Unable to open DDE-link
    Filepath error
    Wrong DOS-Version
    Wrong Windows-Version
    Program file type unknown
    Attempt to run compressed file
    Invalid DLL
    Program requires Windows 32-bit extensions
    Application does not respond '85
    Invalid data from external DDE-request
    Unable to perform external DDE-request
    Too many items, out of memory
    Unable to update display
    Unable to locate system database '90
    Unable to locate thesaurus
    entry already exists
    Thesaurusfile already exists
    Unable to locate Thesaurustemplate
    Database is opened by other user, unable to proceed  '95
    Error in creating backup
    Error in restoring thesaurus
    Unable to create Relation
    Unable to open database
    Unable to prepare data for report
    Unable to open file
    Unable to write to file
    Error while printing
    Error while writing to file
    Error Loading Application, Code:
    Unable to write logfile
    Unable to update thesaurus to new database version
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